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ABSTRACT
SiC and AtB 12 have been prepared and their resistivities and Hall
voltages measured.
The resistivities and Hall voltages were measured by the Van der
Pauw's method, using spring loaded tungsten contacts.

In this method, the

major requirement is to have samples of plane parallel surfaces of arbitrary
shape with four small contacts at the circumference.
Similar measurements were made with a number of SiC crystals
obtained from the Norton Research Corporation (Canada)-Ltd., Carolina
Aluminum Co., Exolon Co. and Carborundum Co.
It was found that resistivity, carrier concentration and mobility
of ions depend on the type of impurity.
AtB 12 was prepared from the melt containing At and B in the ratio
of 4:1.

They formed amber-colour pseudo tetragonal crystals.

As the

crystals obtained were small for electrical measurements, hot pressed lumps
have been used to measure their resistivity.

CHAPTER I
PART I

THEORY OF SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS

INTRODUCTION
The demand for single crystals of very high purity and perfection
is echoed in every branch of research concerned with the solid state.

Pure

crystals act as the foundation stones on which so much of the recent and
staggering advances in understanding of solid state rest.
the properties of metals are being rediscovered.

In metallurgy,

Single crystal whiskers

have been grown with yield strength 1,000 times greater than previously
observed.

Spectroscopists can only assign absorption bands with certainty

using very pure single crystals.
the field of atomic energy.

Purity is of supreme importance, also in

Pure crystals are required by physicists to

investigate radiation damage, superconductivity, nuclear and electron resonance and by chemists for research into molecular structure.

In no field is

the demand for single crystals more continual than in semiconductor research.
The history of research on the substances now known as semiconductors
is a long one, extending over more than a century.

Much of the early work

was carried out under very great difficulties, which are only appreciated now
with the fuller understanding which we have of the subject.

The purity of

the materials available to the early workers fell far below the very high
standards which are now known to be necessary if unambiguous results are to
be obtained.

It is, nevertheless, a high tribute to the skill and care of

many experimenters that, in spite of this, semiconductors had been recognized
as a distinct class of substances and their main properties appreciated long
before a comprehensive theory was available to account for them.
that mistakes were made is not surprising.
2

The fact

A few substances once included
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in the class have now been shown to be metals, and a number of substances
thought to show metallic behaviour have now been shown, when pure, to be
semiconductors.

In the simplest way, a semiconductor is often defined as

an electrical conductor that has a conductivity intermediate between that
of an insulator and that of a metal.

A number of books and reviews have

been published on semiconductors (1-11) in previous years.
One Dimensional Crystal
In a single system of identical atoms, the energy levels are grouped
together so that the total number of energy levels is equal to the number of
atoms present.

The group of levels formed by the valence electrons of atoms

usually extend throughout the system and are called the "valence band".

In

.
* an assembly of atoms in one dimensional array is illustrated.
Flg.(l)

Here

the valence band of levels does not overlap the excitation level known as
"conduction band".

There exists an energy region between these two groups

of levels which contain no allowed energy levels of the system.

This region,

when it exists free of allowed energy levels, is called the energy gap.

Com-

plex quantum-mechanical calculations have shown that real three dimensional
crystals have an electronic-band structure similar to that of the one dimensional crystal.

Such a structure will be the physical mode used to explain

many of the observations of the electrical properties of the semiconductors.
Insulators, Conductors and Semiconductors
In one dimensional crystals, the various bands of energy levels are
assumed not to overlap in energy.

If this is the case in a real crystal and

if the valence band of a level is completely filled with electrons so that
no valence electron can change its energy when stimulated to do so by a

* For figures see pages 52-58 (end of Chapter I).
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moderate externally applied electric field, the crystal can carry no current
and will be classed as an insulator.

This happens because an electric cur-

rent represents the motion of electrons in response to an applied field.
Such responsive motion of electrons requires the changing of their previous
state of random motion.
is required.

To change the motion of an electron, acceleration

The acceleration of an electron changes its kinetic energy and

thus its total energy.

In a crystal in which all neighbouring allowed energy

levels are already occupied, an electron cannot change its total energy without joining some other electron in its energy level.
the Pauli exclusion principle.

This is forbidden by

Therefore a crystal with a filled valence band

and a large energy gap cannot carry electronic current and is an insulator.
In a crystal in which the valence levels and the first excitation
levels overlap in energy when enough atoms are brought together, there is a
wide band of levels among which only some of them are occupied by the valence
electrons.

No energy gap exists in such a crystal.

In this case the valence

electrons can be accelerated into energy levels lying close by and therefore
respond to an applied electric field.

A conductor current can be carried by

these electrons and the crystal becomes an electrical conductor.

Some crys-

tals are so constituted that the valence band itself is only half full of
electrons so that the band overlap described above is not necessary for conduction.

In either case, however, there is a high density of empty allowed

energy levels immediately adjacent to those that are filled with electrons so
that response to an accelerating field can take place.
In the case of a semiconductor, there is an energy gap between a
normally filled valence band and a conduction band of normally empty excitation
levels.

The difference between a semiconductor and an insulator is simply that
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the energy gap is smaller for a semiconductor so that at normal temperature
there will be a few electrons excited across the forbidden energy gap into
levels in the conduction band by energy supplied by the thermal vibrations
of the crystal lattice.

These few electrons, finding themselves in a nearly

empty conduction band, will be free to respond to a driving field and carry
a small current.
Temperature Dependence of Resistivities
A distinctive hallmark of semiconductors is that they possess negative
temperature coefficient of resistance in some range of temperature.

A typical

characteristic to illustrate this statement is shown in Fig. (2).
Figure (2) shows the temperature dependence of resistance of three
samples of germanium over a wide range of temperature.

The coefficient of

resistance is positive in some temperature ranges, negative in others.

The

negative coefficient is to be connected with the excitation of electrons from
a source or reservoir of electrons.

These reservoirs can be regarded as con-

tainers of electrons in latent position.

The electrons must be agitated by

heat or light over an energy jump to get into free or conducting states and
then the material conducts [Fig. (3)].
The common method of plotting semiconducting resistance as a function

of temperature is shown in Fig. (4).
In this plot, the logarithm of the resistivity
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, TOK.

p

is plotted versus

This is convenient, since

many theoretical expressions for semiconductors involve the form:
p = p

where

p

o

o

e

~E/kT

is a constant,

[1]

6

~E

is the energy barrier height, and

k is the Boltzmann constant = 1.38

x

10- 16 ergs/oK.

This method of plotting yields a straight line on the above plot but
does not yield a linear plot on a direct-temperature scale.

The equation is

a consequence of the Boltzmann Distribution Law, so often encountered when
the system of interest has to be excited over an energy barrier.
The temperature dependence of resistance of semiconductors is in
contrast with that of metals.

Metals usually have a small positive coef-

ficient; this is because the density of electrons does not change with temperature.

The slight increase of resistance with temperature in Fig. (2) and

Fig. (4) is the result of the change of electron mobility.

The resistance of

any conductor is determined not only by the number of conduction electrons
but also by the rapidity with which each can move.

The calculation of

mobilities and their experimental determination are an important part of
semiconductor studies.
Semiconductor Materials
Copper with a resistivity of 10- 8 ohm-meter is considered as one of
the best electrical conductors.

Quartz is typical of the non-conductors or

insulators at the other extreme, with a resistivity of about 10 12 ohm-meter.
As mentioned before semiconductors are materials with useful properties,
which have resistivities intermediate to this range.

Of major importance are

germanium with a resistivity of about'0.60 ohm-meter in the very pure state
and silicon having a resistivity of 1.5 x 10 3 ohm-meter.

Of lesser importance

at present are lead sulphide, selenium, other metallic sulphides and oxides,
as well as certain intermetallic compounds.

Table 1 lists a number of the

more important ones. These may be grouped as follows:
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1.

Monoatomic semiconductors.

These include boron, germanium, silicon,

tellurium, gray tin, selenium and also diamond and graphite may be
included, although diamond is better thought of as an insulator, graphite
as a metal.
2.

Semiconducting compounds based upon valence bonding.

Included in this

group are silicon carbide, indium antimonide and others, where the atoms
combine

into a large crystal as if the latter were a single giant mole-

cule.
A characteristic of semiconductors is that they are crystalline, with
possibly a few exceptions such as amorphous selenium and some liquids.

Even

with these, there is enough crystallinity on an atomic scale to permit the
statement that the substance is crystalline.
Semiconductors vary a great deal in appearance.

Some semiconductors

may be transparent, like diamonds; they may be coloured transparent crystals
or they may be metallic looking.

All highly conducting semiconductors have

this metallic sheen but many very poor conductors may also look metallic.
Germanium and silicon are from Group IV of the periodic table comprising carbon, silicon, germanium, tin and lead.

These elements appear in

the crystal form as does carbon in the diamond state and hold their electrons
in shells or groups of energy levels having the following number of electrons.
Atomic Number

C

6

Electron Shells
2,4

Si

14

2,8,4

Ge

32

2,8,18,4

Sn

50

2,8,18,18,4

Pb

82

2,8,18,32,18,4
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The inner shells of 2,8 or 2,8,18, ... are completely filled shells
which have no excess energy levels, and are stable and unaffected by outside
influences.

It is the four outer or valence electrons of each of these

elements which are affected by external influences and cause these elements
of Group IV to have similar chemical and physical properties.
In the crystal lattice of silicon or germanium, each atom utilizes
these electrons in four covalent bonds with four neighbouring atoms, each
bond having two electrons, one from each atom.

Each atom is thus surrounded

by a complete and stable shell of eight electrons, all electrons being rigidly
bound at OOK [Fig. (5)].

Since no charges are free to move, the materials do

not conduct electrically at that temperature.
To show that there are higher energy levels available for conduction
in metals, it is necessary to study the energies of the electrons in detail.
When the temperature of the metal is increased to a value above OOK, the atoms
start to vibrate about their lattice positions in an arbitrary manner due to
the thermal energy being produced.

Due to these thermal vibrations, electrons

from outer or higher orbitals attain additional energy, which enables them to
drift freely throughout the crystal lattice.

These electrons suffer collisions

with vibrating atoms receiving and losing energy.
resultant motion becomes random.

Hence the direction of the

As the number of collisions between electrons

and atoms is very great, the problem of determining the energy held by the
electron at a certain temperature becomes statistical.

That is, some average

or mean energy will be transferred in each collision, a mean distance or mean
free path will be travelled by the electrons between each collision and an
average or mean free time between collisions may also be determined.

Thus

there will be a statistical variation of the individual electron motions
around the mean values.

The manner in which the thermal energies distribute
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among the different electrons of the metal at a given temperature is given
by the relationship known as "Fermi-Dirac Distribution".

From this function

one can determine the number of electrons dN per unit volume, which will
have the expected energy value in the range E to E
ture T.

+

dE at a given tempera-

Actually from the point of view of wave mechanics, the figure

obtained is only a probability that a certain number of electrons will be in
a certain energy range.

For general purposes, however, it is sufficient to

assume that the electrons do have a computed value of energy.
The Fermi-Dirac function can be written as:

dN

=

NE 1/ 2dE
1 + t(E-EF)e/kT

[2]

where the proportionality constant is:

8~(2m3)1/2

N =

h3

and

E

=

=

6.82 x 10 27

[3]

energy in electron volts,

E = Fermi energy level,
F
m = electron mass,
e

= electron charge magnitude

k

= Boltzmann's constant = 1.38

T

= temperature, degrees Kelvin, and

h

= Planck's constant = 6.62

x

x

10- 23 joules/oK,

10- 34 joules/sec.

The term kT/e has dimensions of joules per unit charge or volts.
It is often called the voltage equivalent of temperature.

The numerator of

the Fermi relation determines the energy of the given state or level.

The

denominator is a dimensionless number which gives the probability that any
particular energy level E will be occupied by an electron.

The overall
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expression gives the distribution of electrons in the various possible
energy levels.
The curve of Fig. (6) is plotted from the above relation for T

= OOK

and shows that in a metal at absolute zero temperature, all possible energy
levels may be expected to be occupied by electrons up to a certain value of
E .
F

That is, the probability of electrons existing in such levels is unity.

The probability of electrons existing at any energy level above E is likewise
F
shown to be zero.

Absolute zero is then the condition of lowest possible

energy for the electrons.
The E level appears as the maximum energy that any electron may have
F
at absolute zero; it is also called the "Fermi characteristic energy".
E

If

= EF , then the denominator of Eq. [2] takes on the value of two, or the pro-

bability that a level at E is filled is one-half.
F
another definition for the Fermi energy:

This reasoning provides

it is that value of energy at which

the probability of occupancy of a level is one-half.
For finite temperatures and E

>

E the function approaches zero as a
F

limit; that is, the probability of there being electrons in the very high
energy levels decreases to zero, as shown by the curve of temperature TI

.

Because of the large effect of the exponential term, the change from the
parabolic curve to the zero asymptote occurs for values of energy which depart
from E by only a few multiples of kT/e beyond E .
F
F

Physically this suggests

that only the outermost or high energy valence electrons are affected by
increased temperature, or can acquire energy by impact with the thermally
vibrating atoms.
For metals there are many energy states above E into which electrons
F
a.re free to move if given sufficient additional energy, as by heat or an
electric field.

Since the existence of such higher unfilled states is a wave
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mechanical requirement for electrical conduction, it follows that metals are
conductors of electricity.

for values of E < Ep , when the expression reduces to dN
3N 2/3
___V
= 3.64

x

= NE l / 2dE.

10- 19 N 2/3

2N

[4]

V

where N is the valence electron density in the metal.
V

Since N is
V

a function of the material, then E will likewise vary for different metals.
F
The electron energy distribution discussed above applies only to good
conductors such as silver, copper, iron and similar metals.

The electron

energy distribution in insulators and semiconductors differs from that of
metals and accounts for the differences in magnitude and behaviour of the
electrical conductivity.

The distribution takes the form of Figure (7a) and

(7b) and shows a valence electron band in which all available electron energy
levels are completely filled by electrons at OOK separated from a normally
empty and higher energy band by an energy gap,

~E

wide.

This energy gap

covers a region of energy levels which are forbidden or not allowed for
electrons.

No electrons are able to contribute to electrical conduction

through charge movement and at OOK the conductivity of a pure semiconductor
is zero.

In this case as compared to metals, it should be noted that an

energy equal to

~E

is required to free an electron from a valence bond.

If

smaller amounts of energy are given, it will not be possible to break the
valence bond and so the energy cannot be accepted by the electron.

Such

smaller amounts of energy are therefore forbidden.
Extrinsic Conductivity in Semiconductors
When the free current carriers are supplied by the thermal ionization
of impurity atoms rather than thermal excitation across the energy gap, the
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resulting electrical conductivity is called extrinsic.

Fig. (8) shows the

energy system associated with a single impurity atom of the "donor" type.
The name is given because this type of impurity donates an electron to the
conduction band when it is ionized.

It is typical for an impurity to have

one or two more valence electrons than the atoms of the host semiconductor
lattice.

When this impurity enters the lattice substitutionally, it does

not need all its valence electrons to satisfy the bonding arrangement of the
lattice and retains the extra valence electron or electrons in rather large
orbits of low bonding energy.
of germanium.
of four.

The example shown is for arsenic in a crystal

Here arsenic has a valence of five and germanium has a valence

The fifth arsenic electron is therefore not needed in a chemical

bonding and is available for easy donation to the conduction process.
In some impure semiconductor materials, the conduction of electricity
takes place primarily by the movement of the free electrons.

This type of

impure semiconductor is called N-type (the N stands for the negative particle
conduction).
If the semiconductor material has an impurity of valence less than
that of the atoms of the host lattice which enters the lattice substitutionally, it will tend to borrow electrons from the valence band to satisfy
its bonding requirements.

This will create electronic vacancies or holes in

the valence band of the crystal, and the electrical conduction will be predominantly by holes.

Such a semiconductor is said to be

"P" type.

The im-

purity centres are called acceptor centres since they accept electrons from
the valence band.

In this case the Fermi level is lowered from its intrinsic

position until the number of vacant valence-band levels is equal to the
number of ionized acceptor centres plus the number of electrons in the conduction band.

Desirable properties, dependant on controlled conduction by
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one predominant or majority type of charge carrier are thus produced in the
semiconductor materials.

It should be noted that throughout the above pro-

cesses, the material actually remains electrically neutral, since for every
electron or hole, there is an equal and opposite charge present in the
material or in an atomic nucleus.
In the case of metals which are good metallic conductors, the electron
energy band is not filled and additional energy levels are always available
for electrons to fill with only small increments of energy being required.
Thus numerous valence electrons are easily broken from their bonds and become
more or less free.

Hence they are able to drift under an applied electric

field and contribute to conduction.
In semiconductors as the temperature is raised, some electrons receive
thermal energy from the thermally excited lattice atoms in amounts equal to or
greater than the gap energy

~E.

This energy then enables them to break their

valence bonds and transfer to energy levels in the upper band.

Since these

electrons are in the incompletely filled band, they may accept additional
energy from the applied electric field in small amounts, drift under the
urging of this field and contribute to electrical conduction.

As the temper-

ature increases, the conductivity of a semiconductor increases or the resistivity decreases.

This is due to the increased numbers of free charge carriers

reaching the upper band and these materials have a negative temperature
coefficient of resistance.
When an electron receives greater than

~E

energy, breaks its bonds

and transfers to the upper or conductive band, an electron vacancy or hole
is left in the lower band.
illustrated in Fig. (9).

The electron energy distribution is then as
The hole while fixed to a given atom in the crystal

lattice as in Fig. (10) is attractive to electrons and can be filled by
passing an electron from a neighbouring bond after it is in turn
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broken loose by the furnishing of sufficient thermal, electrical or radiant
energy.

It must be recognized that when the first electron was broken loose

from its valence bond, it absorbed energy.

When such an electron again enters

a hole in a valence bond, it releases this energy as a quantum of light or
thermal energy.

The quantum of energy may in turn be reabsorbed by another

electron to break its valence bond, creating a new electron-hole pair and
effectively moving the charge deficiency or hole along in a bucket-brigade
style.
The hole has a positive charge of absolute value equal to that of an
electron, but it appears to move more slowly than an electron.

If an electric

field is applied to superimpose a drift component on the random thermal movement of electrons and holes, then the action represents conduction by the
positive charges or holes, as well as by the negative electrons which have
been broken free.

This is known as "Intrinsic Conduction".

The resistivity of pure semiconductors is related to its gap energy
llE in e.v. as
p =

At.Ee/kT

[5]

t

where 'A' is a coefficient.
Insulators differ from semiconductors in the magnitude of llE, this
gap running up to 15 e.v. for some insulators.

Very high temperatures are

needed to make insulators conduct appreciably as shown by the relation above.
Intrinsic conduction increases rapidly with temperature and is not
desired in diode or transistor operation since the intrinsic current masks
the operating current carried largely by either holes or electrons.
The intrinsic conduction is found only in pure semiconductors.

Most

real semiconductors are never pure enough to show intrinsic conductivity at
room temperature but rather exhibit a conductivity dependent on their impurity
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concentration which is called extrinsic conductivity.

Many semiconductors,

particularly at high temperatures, conduct because both electrons and holes
are thermally excited even for pure material.
conductors.

These are called intrinsic

As both electrons and holes are conducting, different laws for

the intrinsic conduction phenomena are required.
General Properties of Semiconductors
The mechanical properties of semiconductors vary greatly.

However,

in hardness, brittleness and fracture strength, semiconducting crystals resemble insulating crystals more than they do metals.

Most semiconductors do

not have the high density of the electrons that helps to produce the ductility
and plasticity characteristic of many metals.

In spite of its brilliant

metallic appearance, germanium acts like glass when hit or dropped, as do
silicon and tellurium.
Photoconductivity is a property of many semiconductors.

Their sensi-

tivity to light either produces a photo-voltage or a change of resistance.
Most of the semiconductors have a resistance which is changed by light, the
wavelength of which may range from the ultraviolet to the infrared depending
on the substance.
Besides their electrical properties, which in themselves may be of
great variety, semiconductors exhibit great diversity in their other physical
qualities.

Magnetically, they may be diamagnetic, paramagnetic, or even

ferromagnetic.

Generally they have high thermoelectric power, either positive

or negative relative to a given metal.
Surface and Bulk Effects
Much of the uncertainty of the early work on semiconductors arose
through a failure to differentiate between effects which arise in the bulk of
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the material and those which are characteristic of the surface or the interface between two different materials.

Extensive use of compressed powdered

samples shows pronounced surface effects.

It was later thought that a negative

temperature coefficient of resistance is always a bulk effect but it is now
known that this is by no means so.

Rectification was rightly classed as a

surface or interface effect but a great deal of confusion arose over photovoltaic and photo-conductive effects.

The use of single crystals has enabled

not only the separation of the bulk and surface properties but has also
enabled the surface and the interface between two types of semiconductor or
between a semiconductor and a metal, to be studied in much greater detail.
Such studies have shown in no uncertain way how very misleading results may
be obtained when surfaces are not taken into account.
Bulk Electrical Properties
The more important electrical properties of the semiconductor are
summarized by W. C. Dunlap (2) as follows.
1.

Electrical conductivity a is usually measured in ohm- I cm- I

ivity p = l/a.

.

The resist-

For a uniform bar of cross section A cm 2 , length L, resistance

between the ends R,

p =

RA/L.

Much semiconductor work requires that the con-

tact resistance at the current contacts be eliminated.

For this purpose, the

potential drop across the probes c, d is measured and the length L in the
above formula is replaced by the probe distance D.

For non uniform geometry

or for non uniform resistivity, the interpretation of the observed result is
often difficult.
2.

The Hall Effect.

When a magnetic field is applied to a conductor carrying

a current, in a direction at right angles to the current, an e.m.f. is produced across the conductor in a direction perpendicular to the current and to
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the magnetic field.

This effect is known as the Hall Effect after E. H. Hall

(12,13) who discovered it in thin foils in 1879.

It has become one of the

most powerful tools for studying the electronic properties of semiconductors.
Whereas electrical conductivity may, at the higher temperatures, have a component of ionic conductivity in addition to that due to electrons, the Hall
effect due to the ionic motion is so small as to be quite negligible.
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the current flow in a
semiconductor, the moving carriers are deflected in the same sense as would
be those in a vacuum or metal.

Hence, if probes are placed across the sample

in a direction mutually orthogonal to the current and magnetic field on what
was originally an equipotential, a voltage will appear between them.
illustrated in Fig. (12).

This is

The Hall constant R , defined as the Hall electric
H

field per unit current density per unit magnetic field, is
[6]

where t = plate thickness (cm) ,
V = Hall voltage (vol t) ,
H
I = current (ampere) , and
B = magnetic field strength (gauss).

R is then measured in cm 3 /coulomb.
H

Other common units for R are
H

volt em/amp gauss and e.m.u.
The Hall mobility is defined as
[7]
The Hall effect device often consists of a small plate of semiconductor with four leads attached, enclosed in a suitable container between
the poles of the magnet.
VH/I ratios.

Thin film devices have small t and hence larger

If an electromagnet is used, the voltage V is proportional to
H
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the product of the two currents.
The Sign of the Hall Coefficient
Hall, in his researches, found that in iron, cobalt, zinc and
antimony, the lines were rotated in one direction, while in gold, silver,
nickel, bismuth, tin, copper, platinum, aluminum and magnesium the lines
were rotated in the opposite direction (14).
The following Figs. (13) to (18) represent the conventions introduced by Hall as to the positive and negative Hall effects in metals.
The plate is represented by the rectangle P, the circle H represents
the magnetic field, the direction of the current is given by the arrowhead,
I is the primary current through the plate, A and B are the points to which
the 'secondary leads are attached.

AB is an equipotential line before the

field H is on, and CD the position of this equipotential after the field has
been put on.
If, as in Figs. (13), (14), (15) and (16), the equipotential line CD
is rotated in the direction of the current of the magnetic field H, the effect
is said to be positive.
If the equipotential line CD is rotated in a direction opposed to the
Amperian current H as in Figs. (17) and (18), the effect is said to be negative.
Applications of the Hall effect in determining electrical properties of
semiconductor crystals
The Hall effect is a very important tool for studying some of the
basic electrical properties of semiconductor materials.

By combining measure-

ments of the Hall effect and conductivity of a sample of material, one can
deduce the carrier densities, mobilities and various other quantitits of
interest.
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Hall voltage V is written as
H
=

RIB

[8 ]

t

I, Band t can be specified by the experimenter and the corresponding

VH can be measured.

Then from the above equation R can be determined.
[9]

=

But

~

is the Hall constant and its value is
1

= qn

[10]

where q is the electronic charge, and
n is the free-electron density.
Thus R depends only on q and the carrier density n in an extrinsic
H
n-type sample.
n

Thus the carrier density in the sample can be determined.
=

1

[11 ]

qRH

In the above equation, it is assumed that all electrons always have
their average drift velocity.

When the statistical distribution of drift

velocities is properly included, the following equation will be obtained.
n

=

31T

1

[12]

8q~

By making Hall voltage measurements over a range of temperatures, n
can be obtained as a function of a temperature.

This permits one to plot

the concentration of ionized donor atoms as a function of temperature.

From

such a plot it is possible to determine both the donor concentration and
binding energy of the donor centre.
By combining Hall measurements with conductivity measurements, the
carrier mobility can also be obtained.

Again, dealing with an extrinsic n-
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type sample,
a

n

=

q 11

n

n

[13 ]

and therefore
11

n

[14 ]

=

with a similar result for the mobility

11

p

in a p-type semiconductor.

In general the Hall mobility of the carrier is denoted as
defined as the ratio of R/p, where R is measured in cm 3 /coulomb.

11

H

which is

Then ~H is

in cm 2 /vo1t sec. Theoretically in the simplest model this will give the drift
velocity attained by the electrons under the influence of unit electric field,
namely the drift mobility 11 .
D
Again, by measuring a and R as functions of temperature, the temperH
ature dependence of

11

measurements of an and
11

can be established.
~

Also, at a given temperature,

in samples of differing impurity content will give

n as a function of the doping concentration.

3.

Many semiconductors change in resistance while in a magnetic field.

To

specify the magneto resistance, as this effect is usually called, it is stated
as the fractional change of the resistivity,

~p/p

o

, in the magnetic field with

respect to the zero field value.
4.

The thermoelectric power of a semiconductor is often useful.

It is

measured in millivolts/degree.
5.
p

Many semiconductors have resistivity vs 1fT plots which follow the relation

= P0 e~E/kT where ~E is the lonlza tolon energy. Among physicists, ~E is
°

°

usually specified in electron volts where as chemists specified it in kilocalories/mole, where the conversion factor is
1 e.v.

=

23,053 calories/mole.

The ionization energy (e. v.) can be determined from the slope;
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~E

= 1.98

x

10- 4 ~(log10P)/~(1/T) e.v.

The quantity kT is the mean energy of the thermal agitation at the
temperature T.
kT

= 8.62

The value of kT at 25°C is 0.0258 e.v.

x 10- 5 T.

At any temperature,

In many calculations, energy is expressed in terms of

k'T as uni ts .
Junction and Contact Properties of Semiconductors
Equally as important as the bulk properties are the junction and contact properties.

These relate to many of the most important applications of

semiconductors, especially rectifiers, transistors and photocells.
The p-n junction is the boundary between two regions, one 'n' and the
other 'p' type.

Such a boundary must be an integral part of the semiconductor

and usually it is important that it be in a single crystal.

When junctions

are made simply by two pieces of such sample together, the properties are
usually poor.
Closely bound up with the idea of the p-n junction is that of current
injection of minority carriers.

It is found that the carriers from a p-region

(positive holes) can diffuse into the 'n' region and this also applies to
motion of electrons from an 'n' region to a 'p' region.

Many interesting

phenomena are associated with injection, with the decay of the non-equilibrium
carriers and with their motion under applied electric and magnetic fields.
It is found that the p-n junction may act as the essential part of a
rectifier, a photo-conductive cell or a photo-voltaic cell.
Applications of Semiconductors
The first important application of semiconductors is to provide
rectifiers for low frequency alternating currents.

Such rectifiers, using
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selenium were made as early as 1886 by C. E. Fritts (15) although they were
not used to any extent in power engineering or in electronic equipment till
much later.

The copper oxide rectifier was introduced by L. O. Geondahl and

P. H. Geiger (16) in 1927 and came to be used extensively as a low power
rectifier in battery chargers, wireless sets, etc.

The development of

selenium rectifiers on a commercial scale also began to take place at about
the same time and these have now largely replaced the copper oxide type in
electronic equipment.
The photo-conductive properties of selenium and of copper oxide have
been used to provide exposure meters for photography and photo-cells which
are widely used in the film industry for transforming the markings on the
sound track into electric currents for amplification and reproduction by loud
speakers.

Such cells are also used in a number of automatic devices such as

burglar alarms, train counters, etc.
Although radio waves had been demonstrated by Hertz in 1888, it was
not until about 1904 (17) that it was appreciated that the rectifying properties of semiconductors could be used to provide a detector of the high
frequency currents set up in an electric circuit by these waves.

The dis-

covery of fine wire "cat whiskers" in contact with the semiconducting materials led to a great increase in the sensitivity of radio receivers.

At that

time there was a controversy as to whether these rectification effects were
electrical or thermal in origin.

However, this was brought to an end by the

extensive work of G. W. Pierce (18) who showed that they are electrical beyond
doubt.
The crystal detector was soon replaced by thermionic valves but with
the development of very short wavelengths for radar, semiconducting materials
again became popular.

Silicon proved to be the best substance for this
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application.

The British work in this field has been described by B. Bleaney,

J. W. Ryde and T. H. Kinsman (19) and a full account of this and the American
work has been given by H. C. Torrey and C. A. Whitmer (7).

Later on, studies

on germanium as a semiconductor led to the discovery of transistor action by

J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain (20) and to the invention of the transistor or
crystal diode (21,22) in the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The detailed study of transistor action and of the controlled injection
of current carriers into semiconductors by W. Shockley, G. L. Pearson and J. R.
Haynes (23) led to an enormous increase in research on the properties of germanium and later of silicon as it was realized that the transistor is capable
of playing a large part in the future development of electronics.
Infra-red photo-conductors are another type of semiconductors which
have found important applications.

Sulphide, selenide and telluride of lead

are found to be good for making the most sensitive infra-red detectors.
Recent work on these substances and the development of infra-red detectors
has been reviewed by R. A. Smith (24).

The properties of these detectors and

their use in infra-red spectroscopy have been fully described by R. A. Smith,
F. E. 'Jones and R. P. Chasmar (25).
Many other applications of semiconductors are under development and
it is clear that these substances will continue to play an increasing part in
electronics and related technology.

The investigation of the new range of

the "synthetic" semiconductors (ones which do not occur naturally, particularly
the intermetal1ic compounds) has opened up a new field of research and these
substances are already finding new and important applications.
Problems involved in applications of semiconductors
Semiconductors have a wide range of properties and many interesting
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devices can be made from them.

In the following paragraphs, the difficulties

and problems which arise from the sample properties (which are in other respects a great advantage) will be discussed briefly.
The first point to consider is the sensitivity to impurities.

Although

this can be a great advantage for control purposes, it creates a very severe
problem of maintaining control, especially during the production of large
numbers of semiconducting devices.

Germanium for example can be converted

from a good transistor material to one which is useless for the production of
a given device, by the addition of one part per billion of the proper impurity.
Consequently, measurement and control of crystal properties become major problems in themselves.
A second important problem is stability both of the bulk material and
of the device.

Moisture, for example, has been found to be a very serious

problem in changing characteristics of transistors.

Much study must yet be

made of moisture protection and packaging.
Temperature sensitivity is another problem which is critical for many
applications of semiconductors.

Since the temperature response is usually a

property of the semiconductor itself, solutions can sometimes be found by
changing the semiconductor or the type of impurity in the semiconductor.
Noise, the undesirable random voltage fluctuation in transistor devices,
has long been an especially annoying problem.

Noise is related to the difficul-

ty of maintaining complete uniformity of semiconductors and to their great
sensitivity to impurities and structural defects.

Noise is a severe problem

in rectifiers, thermistors and in many other such devices.
Wi th this brief review of semi- conductor, it can be seen that knowledge
for control over practically every aspect of the substance is indispensable
for the successful applications of semiconductors.

The transistor application,
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especially, requires mastery of the art in practically every phase of crystal
growth, measurement, specification and processing.

Therefore, selection of

any but the most highly-developed semiconductors is likely to be unrewarding.
As has been previously mentioned semiconductors are crystalline
materials and thus semiconduction can be considered as a property of crystalline materials.

Since few organic materials show appreciable signs of semi-

conducting properties, the discussion will be almost exclusively concerned
with inorganic crystals.

General and simple surveys on crystals have been

discussed in many reviews and bibliographies (26-30).
A crystal may be defined as a substance whose properties reveal the
presence of an ordered periodic structure.

Among the properties that indicate

presence and type of periodicity are the following:
(i)

There are often well-defined growth planes on crystals found

naturally or grown artificially.
(ii)

These may give a clue to the crystal structure.

There are often well-defined cleavage planes along which the

crystal tends to split when stressed.
(iii)

Crystals show the property of coherent scattering of X-rays and

electrons.
(iv)

Many physical properties of the substance may show definite de-

pendence upon direction, even though the specimen is perfectly homogeneous.
Among these may be included the resistivity, dielectric constants, optical
properties, Hall coefficient, and thermal conductivity.
There are many crystal types but only a few will be mentioned here.
The general classification of the crystals is based upon the size and shape
of the unit cell.
data.

The information is obtained almost completely from X-ray

The actual atomic arrangement plays only a secondary role in the crystal

properties and location of the actual atoms is an X-ray problem of greater com-
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plexity.

The chief crystal systems can be summarized (2) as follows:
(a)

triclinic system

abc

ex, (3, y

(b)

monoclinic system

abc

90°, 90° , S

(c)

rhombic system

abc

90° , 90°, 90°

(d)

trigonal system

aaa

ex, ex, ex

(e)

tetragonal system

aac

90° , 90° , 90°

(f)

hexagonal system

aac

90°, 90°, 120°

(g)

cubic system

aaa

90°, 90°, 90°

The Perfect Crystal
The energy levels of electrons in the periodic potential field of a
perfect crystal are grouped into continuous bands which may be separated by
gaps of forbidden energy.

In a semiconductor with a perfect crystal lattice,

the number of electrons is just enough to fill a certain number of energy
bands.

Between the highest band that can be filled and the next higher band,

there is a forbidden gap.

At absolute zero of temperature, the electrons

occupy lowest states possible and we have a number of completely filled bands
and a series of empty bands.

The highest filled band is called the valence

band since it is occupied by the valence electrons.
is called the conduction band.
current.

The empty band above it

Electrons in a filled band do not give a net

The probability of exciting electrons from the valence band to the

conduction band with ordinary applied field is very small, since the bands
are separated by an energy gap.

Therefore such semiconductors behave like an

insulator at very low temperature.

With increasing temperature increasingly

more electrons are found in the conduction band, and an equal number of vacant
levels appearing in the valence band.

The electrons in the conduction band or

conduction electrons can gain energy from an applied field and give rise to a
current; also, the electrons in the valence band can now conduct by virtue of
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the vacant levels or holes.

The conduction electrons and holes are generally

referred to as conduction carriers.
The theories discussed up to this point have dealt with the perfect
lattice for the most part.

Of equal importance for the properties of metals

and semiconductors are the "Imperfections in the Lattice".

F. Seitz (31) has

discussed these imperfections.
Not only are perfect crystals an unattainable ideal, but they would
be completely useless for most research studies and applications alike.

Most

semiconductors conduct because of the impurities present in them.
A general classification of'imperfections might include the following
(2) :
(i)
(ii)

Excitons

(iii)

Photons

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)
(viii)
(i)

Electrons and Holes

Phonons (lattice vibrations)
Impurity atoms
Lattice Defects (Frenkel and Schottky defects)
Dislocations
Transient particles, such as nuclear particles and beta rays

Electrons'and'Holes
According to the present point of view, a free electron wandering

through a crystal is an imperfection in that crystal.

Not only does it re-

present a singularity in the electric field and a scattering centre but its
electric field exerts forces on the crystal, leading to perceptible deformation of the lattice.

This deformation in some crystals may be sufficient to

cause the electron to trap itself.

When an electron is displaced from its

original position to wander around freely, a vacant lattice site may be formed.
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This also results in an imperfection generally called a "hole".
(ii)

Excitons
Besides being able to form a free electron-hole pair, a phonon or

photon can also create a coupled electron-hole pair often called an exciton.
This exciton is in some ways like a hydrogen atom and is capable of transmitting energy through the lattice.

It has no net charge, and does not

react to electric fields.
(iii)

Photons
A photon is more of a transient particle than a true imperfection.

It has great importance as an agency of interaction in semiconductors.

In

crystals, the photon is a transient entity and is usually transformed into
a phonon or an excited electron-hole pair if the energy of the photon is
sufficient for intrinsic absorption by the lattice.
(iv)

Phonons
Phonons are like electrons and photons, the particle aspect of a

"dual" phenomenon.

A localized phonon, the "particle",can be constructed

out of the normal modes of the vibrating crystal.

Phonons are sound quanta.

They can be introduced into a crystal by setting it into vibration.

Phonons

are of fundamental importance for many processes occurring in crystals.
Their important functions include establishment of thermal equilibrium
scattering of carriers by the lattice and the thermal resistivity of solids.
(v)

Impurity atoms
The most obvious type of imperfection is due to the presence of foreign

atoms in the crystal.

The foreign atom, of all the imperfections listed, is

perhaps the most important for semiconductor work.

No substance can be made

perfectly pure and although great strides have recently been made in this
direction, mainly through research on semiconductors, even the purest crystals
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contain many foreign atoms.

Thus the preparation of all semiconductors and

the processing after production must be undertaken with impurity problems
in mind.
Impurities may be interstitial or substitutional.
the atoms are wedged among
lattice atoms.

lattice atoms.

In the first case,

In the second, they replace

Sometimes impurities may be attracted to sites near defects

or dislocations or at grain boundaries.

In all these situations, they may

have an important influence on the crystal properties.
The impurity atom can (a) introduce new electronic energy levels into
the crystal spectrum; (b) contribute to scattering; (c) diffuse in concentration gradients, particularly at high temperatures; or (d)

have important

effects on other properties, such as chemical, optical and magnetic properties.
(vi)

Lattice Defects
Although crystal lattices may contain many types of lattice defects

or imperfections, discussion here will be limited only to the Schottky and
Frenkel defects.

The Schottky defect is a simple lattice vacancy.

Such a

vacancy combined with a nearby interstitial atom is called the "Frenkel"
defect (10).
expected.

The presence of such defects in a crystal is normal and must be

Unless the crystal is grown at absolute zero, the rules of thermo-

dynamics require that there be defects in the number n

= n o e- W/ kT where n0 is

of the order of Avogadros number, 6.02 x 1023/mo l e and W is the energy
required to form a defect.

Annealing after formation usually cuts down the

number of defects.
For most crystals, the equilibrium concentration of defects is very
small, unless the temperature is very high, close to the melting point; then
the concentration of the defects may be as high as 0.1 per cent.

The con-

centration of such defects may be estimated by direct measurements of density
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or by the variation of ionic conductivity with temperature.
The ability of defects to move by successive replacements of the
vacancy by a lattice atom is important in diffusion and ionic conductivity.
Defects are usually formed by thermal agitation; high energy phonons
collide with lattice atoms and produce the lattice displacement.

Many

studies have been made of the damage effects produced by neutrons, protons,
electrons and alpha particles among others.

The same studies have shown

that lattice defects can act directly as sources of electric carriers.
Lattice defects have a number of other experimentally important
properties:
(a)

Defects can act as scattering centres for holes and electrons.

This lowering of mobility has been amply demonstrated with irradiation
experiments.
(b)

Lattice defects may have a pronounced effect on optical properties

of certain crystals.
(c)

Lattice defects may affect thermodynamic properties.

(d)

Lattice defects may have effects upon mechanical and magnetic

properties.
Semiconductors in the form of films, powders, sintered material or
microcrystalline specimens are greatly affected by the properties of these
defects.
(vii)

Dislocations
The imperfections discussed above are all mainly point imperfections.

A small number of neighbouring imperfections may group to form a cluster or
short line of imperfections but these are generally sharply localized.

The

imperfections which run as lines through the crystal are known as "dislocations".
The theory of dislocations began essentially with the suggestion of Taylor and
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Arowan (32) that the weakness of most crystals, compared to that expected of
an ideal crystal, was due to the presence of crystal defects which they
called "dislocations".

When a crystal is subject to stress, it generally

yields by crystal planes slipping over one another.

The whole plane does

not slip at once but does so along a curve which spreads gradually over the
plane.

The line separating the slipped from the unslipped portion is called

a dislocation.

When the direction of a slip is at right angles to the line,

the imperfection is called an edge dislocation and may be shown to be equivalent to the insertion of an extra plane of atoms in the crystal as shown
in Fig. (17).
Another type of dislocation is the screw or spiral dislocation.
happens when the direction of slip is along the line.

This

This can be thought of

as the displacement of part of the lattice through a lattice spacing, keeping
the rest in position.

The chief application of the screw dislocation is in

accounting for facts of crystal growth from solution and from the vapour.
When crystals grow on perfect planes there is difficulty in nucleating each
new surface as the old one is completed.
formation of the next layer.

This may be termed a barrier for

With the spiral structure, however, there is no

such problem, since there is always a step against which continued growth can
take place. 'Spiral growth has been observed in many crystals, and the existence of screw dislocation may be taken. as established.
The effects of dislocations are not confined to growth or mechanical
properties, although these are probably the more important fields of application.

Dislocations being imperfections, may have electrical consequences in

semiconductors since they produce scattering of carriers and may furnish sites
for recombinations, and generations of excess carriers.

It is beyond the

scope of discussion here to deal with the interesting geometry of the disloca-
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tions.

They playa central part in all modern work on strengths of materials

and are dealt with in a number of text books (32,33).
(viii)

Transient particles such as nucleons and cathode rays
When a foreign particle of high energy moves through a crystal, it is

itself an imperfection of the crystal and a source of other imperfection
through the ionization and excitation processes accompanying its passage
through the crystal.

In effect, the particle creates a region of very high

temperature in the vicinity of its path.

This leads to the production of

large numbers of holes, electrons, excitons, photons and phonons as well as
of lattice defects.
The analysis of the effects of such a charged particle as a function
of its charge, mass, energy, etc., is a complicated subject.

A simplification

is possible for the situation during the time that the particle retains its
original high energy.

The crystal then becomes an aggregate of nuclei and

electrons and the crystal binding forces can be neglected.

When energies

become smaller, however, the binding forces and the band structure have a
determining influence on the number and the energy spectrum of the secondary
electrons, photons and excitons.
For the use of the crystals as particle-counters, lattice damage must
be minimized.

In such applications it is also desirable that as many electron-

hole pairs as possible be produced.

Unfortunately, the accompanying lattice

defects and the deterioration of the crystal may overcome any advantage of
this efficiency.

PART II

GENERAL METHODS OF PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION
OF SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

Preparation and Purification of Materials
General Principles of Purification
Notable progress has been made in developing purification techniques
as a result of work on semiconductors for transistor devices and on the
transuranic elements for nuclear energy.

New techniques have been devised

and old techniques have been improved; but with this progress, there are still
limitations and some general considerations that need to be reviewed.
The most important step in purification is to establish realistic
requirements.

Generally the removal of all impurities is not necessary or

even desirable and a rash attempt to remove everything may defeat the efforts
to remove impurities important for the intended use.

Purification can also

be self-defeating by using too elaborate procedures.

Each container and each

reagent used introduces additional contaminants; in particular the organic
content of the inorganic reagents is often neglected and hard to detect.

So

each step in the process must be critically examined to be certain that it does
not add more than it removes.
A third consideration often neglected is the presence of adsorbed and
absorbed gases.

Many allegedly pure chemicals contain appreciable quantities

of oxides and this is one of the most difficult purification problems to solve.
These factors are common to all purification problems and largely determine which of the following methods will be employed for a particular material.
Methods of Purification
General Methods.

The common methods used in purification have been well des-

cribed in the literature (34-38).

The present discussion is intended to

indicate the range of usefulness and to highlight experimental details
recommended by experience.
34
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Distillation.

Fractional distillation is a well-developed method for organic

liquids (39-41) and is profitably employed for metals and inorganic materials,
e.g., silicon halides (42) used as semiconductor intermediates.

Good separa-

tions between materials with small boiling point differences require efficient
column packing, followed by glass
plates are

advanta~ous(44)

helic~~!

(43).

For larger volumes , built-in

and for very small amounts, a high quality analytical

distillation column such as the Podbielniak column (45,46) is recommended.
Sublimation.

It is the counterpart of distillation for materials unstable in

the melt (47,48).

Since multistage continuous operation is generally not pos-

sible in this case, there is a premium on the efficiency of each batch operation.
Aside from ingenuity in the design of the collecting area to provide a place
where only desired material can deposit, a slow rate is the most important
factor.

This prevents superheating and allows time for good crystalline forma-

tion with maximum rejection of impurities.

A diluent vapour may provide a

control of the process as illustrated by Frerich's growth of CdS (49).
Precipitation.

Precipitation here means chemical separation of a material from

solution as distinguished from recrystallization.
lization, rate and particle size are important.

Here also, as in recrystalIf the precipitate is the

desired product, a slow rate and large particles help reduce co-precipitation.
If the desired impurities are the co-precipitate, co-precipitation may be used
to advantage.
Recrystallization.

This method is one of the oldest and commonest forms of

purification that has been employed with great refinement.

The most important

feature is slow operation to attain good crystal growth, thus giving maximum
impurity rejection, minimum adsorption and fewest liquid inclusions.

Deliberate

addition to improve the perfection of crystal growth (50) is a recent powerful
refinement.
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Fusion.

If chemical stability permits, remarkable improvement can often be

obtained simply by prolonged heating in the molten state.

Organic matter is

destroyed, extraneous solids settle to the top or bottom and volatile
materials evaporate, especially if fusion is done in a vacuum.

Removal of

volatile materials may also be hastened by bubbling an inert gas (e.g.,
helium) through the melt.
Electrolysis.

With a favourable difference in electronegativity between the

impurity and the solute ion, electrolysis from water solution effects a good
separation.

The number and quality of e.m.f. separations can be increased by

ingenious choice of organic liquids or fused salts as solvents (51).

Aside

from e.m.f. differences, exclusion of oxygen is essential and a low temperature
salt mixture is advantageous.
Oxidation and Reduction.

Oxidation and reduction are among the most widely

used reactions in preparative chemistry.

Pig iron has been purified by the

Bessemer oxidation on large scale.
Extraction and Adsorption.
good separations.

Both liquid and solid extractions are capable of

The standard laboratory method of shaking liquids in separa-

tory funnels has been much improved and reviews (52,53) discuss both the
continuous flow of opposing streams and the mixer settler type of batch
operation.

Active and highly selective solvents are commercially available

and difficult separations have been achieved.
Solid extractants such as activated charcoal and diatomaceous earth
are still valuable even with the more scientific ion exchange resins available.
The many variations of these standard extractions are highly selective.
Leaching.

Materials can also be purified by leaching with certain chemical

reagents.
Replacement reactions can also be used.

In general, an element will
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replace a more electronegative element in solution.
Diffusion methods can also be applied for purification.

Here a

chemical is plated onto or brought into intimate contact with a solid and
the material heated to such a temperature that impurities diffuse out of
the solid into the added chemical or material.
Chromatography.

Separation by chromatography depends on different solutes

percolating through porous media at different speeds.

The media may be paper

or any of a large variety of materials in packed columns.

The ingenious

choice of media and solvent can result in a large difference in rate of movement.

Chromatographic techniques have been especially useful in organic

chemistry and it is true to say that they have been directly responsible for,
or connected with, most of the major advances in this field over the last few
years.

Advances in the knowledge of the structure of big molecules such as

proteins and starches etc., would have been impossible without chromatography.
Applications to inorganic separations, although less spectacular, are no less
useful.
As with many techniques, chromatography developed rather than was discovered although its wide-spread present-day use springs mainly from the work
of Martin and Synge (54) in 1941.

W. D. Lawson and S. Neilson (55) outlined

the four main types of chromatography as adsorption, partition, ion exchange
and vapour phase or gas

chromatography.

Adsorption chromatography has been known for some time.
bably first used by the Russian botanist Tswett in 1906.

It was pro-

The rate of movement

down the column is determined by the relative adsorption of the solute between
the stationary adsorbing phase and the mobile liquid phase.

Alumina, silica

gel, cellulose and charcoal are very commonly used for the stationary phase.
It was pointed out that graphite reacts selectively with certain chlorides and
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this can be used to effect separation.
mixtures of solvents can be used.

Also, a variety of solvents and

It is possible to obtain some separation

with one solvent and repeat the process to get increased separation with
another solvent.
Techniques using partition chromatography are largely the result of
the work of Martin and Synge.

By choosing a solvent which was strongly

adsorbed by the stationary phase, they were able to use a liquid as the
stationary phase.

In this case partition of solute occurred between liquid

and liquid rather than between liquid and solid as with adsorption chromatography.

The greater flexibility of partition chromatography has enabled very

much improved separation.

Separation can also be carried out on a sheet of

filter paper, the filter paper being used to support the stationary phase.
This technique is known as "Paper Chromatography", and can also be used for
the separation and detection of inorganic ions as descirbed by Keates and
Lederer (56).
Ion exchange chromatography makes use of the ion-exchange resins as
the stationary phase.

These resins are large polymer molecules synthesized

from organic molecules which have acidic or basic side groups.

The rate of

movement down the column is determined by the degree of adsorption of the
cations to the resin, so that by varying the pH and the eluent solution,
separation of individual cations can be obtained.

Numerous examples of

separation using ion-exchange are given in the literature (57).
Special chelate resins specific for certain cations have also been
developed (58).

These are polymers which have special complexing groups at

intervals along the polymer chain.
Gas or vapour phase chromatography was first described by James and
Martin (59,60) in 1952.

It involves partition between a mobile gas or vapour
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phase and a stationary liquid, as distinct from partition between liquid and
liquid.

Again a stationary liquid is held in a column of suitable adsorbing

material but now vapour is carried through the column, usually by a stream of
the inert gas.

Reviews of vapour phase chromatography and its application to

the production of pure materials have been given by Green (61).
Two problems are common to these four chromatographic techniques.
One is the design and preparation of the column and the other is the collection
and identification of the separated fractions.
many books and reviews.

Both problems are discussed in

Mention may be made of the fact that the limiting

purity of a material may depend on the purity of the resin and on that of the
eluting solution.

Particular care should therefore-be taken that the resin is

thoroughly washed before use and that very pure reagents are used.
Adsorption Precipitation.

The surface of a freshly formed precipitate has a

particularly high adsorbing power.

A precipitate forming in solution tends to

adsorb ions onto its surface and thus can be used to collect ions from the
solution.

The nature of the ions adsorbed is determined by the nature of the

precipitate and the conditions in solution.

When preparing a compound from

solution by a precipitation technique, it is better to discard the material
first precipitated as this may contain adsorbed impurities.
Thermal Decomposition.

Reduction by thermal decomposition has been highly

refined since the Marsh test for arsenic introduced the technique more than
one hundred and twenty years ago.

A hot tube or an inert gas stream directed

against the hot surface has been employed, but success has also been achieved
with the van Arkel-de-Boer hot wire technique (62,63).
Zone Melting.

Whenever purification is possible by crystallization from the

melt, zone melting can be applied.

Zone melting may therefore be used to

purify the final semiconductor compounds; it may be used to purify the elements
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directly and also compounds of the elements which may be used as an intermediate stage in the preparation or purification of the semiconductor.

This

special case of recrystallization from the melt is unique in melting only a
fraction of the solid at any instant, thus not working against the total impurities on remelting.

Since its introduction by Pfann (64) there have been

extensive developments (65) covering a wide variety of special situations.
The use of thin wall crucibles (66), vertical zones (67), magnetic levitation
(68), and the problems of high vapour pressure (69) all deserve attention.
Single crystal semiconductor materials were grown by floating zone
melting (70).

Impurities can be removed from materials with a distribution

coefficient <1 by zone refining (71,72).
Single crystals of calcium aluminate have been grown from the calcium
oxide-aluminum oxide system recently by zone melting, using electron bombardment (73).
High resistance ratio antimony was also purified by zone refining (74)
and benzoic acid can also be purified by zone melting with special apparatus
having "screw containers" (75).
Alinco type permanent magnets can be readily and economically prepared by zone melting (76) and magnets with oriented-rodlet

crystal structure

and improved magnetic properties have been prepared by zone melting in the
presence of sulphur (77).
Single Crystal Growing
The activity in the field of solid state physics during the past
decades has:

resulted in an increasing concern with the science and techniques

of growing large single crystals.

Many of the most interesting solid state

phenomena arise from the defect structure of solids and it becomes exceedingly
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important to have a quantitative control of these defects.

This control

can usually be achieved only in single crystals (53,78,80), paying particular
attention to those which have been applied as semiconductors and to the
degree of crystal perfection which can be obtained.
High melting substances are the most difficult to prepare because at
the melting temperature, they react with container material.

The same is

true for substances that decompose on melting especially those including
volatile components.

When a solvent is used, the requirements for the crystal-

lization process are less rigid and crystallization from solution in melts
leads to more perfect crystals.
Methods used may be divided into growth from the melt, from the vapour,
from the supersaturated solutions, by electrodeposition, by thermal diffusion
and by other methods.
While crystal growth from aqueous, organic and salt solutions has been
studied for dozens of years, it is only during the past fifteen years that
systematic work on crystal growth from metal solutions has been undertaken.
In recent years such work has developed greatly and the number of scientific
centres engaged in such investigation has sharply increased.

Modern technology

badly needs high melting inorganic materials with various valuable properties
(semiconductors, luminophores, polymers, dielectrics, etc.).

Modern materials

should typically possess not only high purity but also high perfection of
crystalline structures.
Growth from the Melt
When the purity of the crystal is of primary concern, and large highly
perfect crystals are also required, growth from the melt of the pure substance
is often the most desirable approach.

The technique cannot be conveniently
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used for materials which decompose before melting or which undergo a solid
state phase transformation between their melting point and the temperature
to which they will later be cooled, but where it is applicable, crystals
grown directly from the melt rival in perfection the most perfect crystals
grown by other techniques.

Contamination with solvent molecules is not pos-

sible when pure melts are used and the purest semiconductor crystals are produced by this method.
Crystallization in a crucible.

In one of the most. commonly employed procedures

of crystal growth from the melt, the crystal is formed in the crucible which
contains the melt.

The crucible is positioned in a furnace so that it can be

cooled from above the melting point to below the melting point of the substance
under consideration.

The crucible is further designed so that shortly after

crystallization has occurred, a single favourably oriented nucleus will gTow to
fill the entire crucible.
Bridgman

Different designs of crucibles has been constructed.

(80) designed a crucible which capitalized on the process of select-

ing a favourably oriented nucleus.
There are numerous variants of these basic techniques.

Unique nuclea-

tion in a small volume of a tapered crucible can be enhanced by cooling the
elongated tip with gas jets (81) or by attaching a large thermal mass to this
region which precedes the crucible into a lower temperature zone (82,83).

It

is also possible to provide a seed crystal which will then uniquely determine
the orientation of the grown crystal (84,85).

However, controlled seeding is

somewhat more difficult when a cylindrical crucible is used, than in other
techniques.
Crystal Pulling.

Modern methods of pulling crystals from the melt have

developed from the work of Czochralski (86) and Kyropoulus (87).

Essentially,

a small single crystal seed is dipped into the surface of the melt and slowly
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withdrawn.

By arranging that the seed is slightly cooler than the melt,

material solidifies on the seed as it is withdrawn.

With suitable pre-

cautions, the material withdrawn from the melt solidifies as a large single
crystal.
Growth from the Solution
This has been used extensively as a method for purifying and for
obtaining single crystals of a variety of inorganic and organic materials.
Methods for the preparation of crystals from solution are comprehensively
reviewed by Buckley (88).

These methods are potentially very useful for

large crystals or inorganic salts.

The formation of a nucleus in the absence

of defects etc. depends on the degree of supersaturation.
lower supersaturation.

Growth may require

Supersaturation of a solution may be obtained by

cooling, evaporation or more rarely by the addition of another material.

Slow

evaporation or cooling of a saturated solution gives a number of small crystals
which can be used as seed crystals for growing larger ones.
Growth from the supersaturated solution has many experimental advantages to recommend it.

If a suitable solvent can be found, crystal growing can

be performed at temperatures well below the melting point of the crystal
(often at room temperature).
on fUrnaces

These low temperatures place much less demand

refractories and power supplies.

In addition, the reactivity of

the solute may be greatly moderated not only by low temperatures, but also by
the dilution with solvent.

This may largely simplify the problems of finding

a suitable container and atmosphere for use during the growing process.
Growth from solution is often the only alternative if the substance decomposes
below its melting point or undergoes a phase change between its melting point
and the temperature at which the crystal is to be used.
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The choice of solvent is of great importance.

It proves to be easier

to grow large perfect crystals if the solute has a solubility exceeding about
5 mole per cent.
cance.

The chemical activity of solvent is also of great signifi-

The solvent should not react either with the container or the atmos-

phere.
Growth from the Vapour
In case the materials being studied decompose or sublime before melting
at atmospheric pressure and a suitable solvent is not available, crystals can
often be grown conveniently from the vapour phase.

The substance must have an

appreciable vapour pressure at a temperature at which irreversible chemical
changes do not occur or a suitable precursor must exist which can be conveniently transformed to the desired state during the growth process.
It is generally more difficult to grow large crystals from the vapour
than from the melt or from solution.
ages.

However, the process does offer advant-

The degree of supersaturation is much more easily controlled than during

the growth from the melt.

In addition vacuum or truly inert gas such as helium

can be used as a diluent without introducing the complications of a chemically
active solvent.

For these reasons growing from the vapour has proved to be a

useful method for the study of crystal growth processes.

The growing inter-

face can often be observed directly and some of the most illuminating observations of growth processes and structures have been made on crystals prepared
from the

v~pour

phase.

Electro-Deposition.

Materials can be transported to the surface of crystals

from solution by electrolysis.

In certain cases, some degree of crystal growth

can be achieved, notably from certain metals.

It is possible that crystals may

be prepared by electrolysis from non-aqueous baths, but in general electrolysis
may have only limited usefulness.

PART III

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
ON SEMICONDUCTORS

Experimental Measurements on Semiconductors
Resistivity Measurements
For the measurement of resistivity, quite a few reviews and books
have been published (89-97).
The connections to be made to a sample for resistivity and Hall
measurements are shown in Fig. {20).

This is the common method of measure-

ment in most research work, where contact resistance must be ruled out.
However, for many purposes, a simple ohmmeter measurement of an
unknown resistance of a semiconductor may be used as long as the possibilities
of the errors due to contact resistance are recognized.

Generally these

results are reliable in order of magnitude at room temperature.
A method of considerable utility for routine measurements and inspection of the factory material is the four point probe (98).

In this arrangement

there are four point contacts [Fig. (21)] arranged in a line, perhaps lmm apart.
The extreme points are the current contacts and the inner two are the potential
probes.

A vacuum tube voltmeter may be used for measurement of the voltage and

can be calibrated directly in resistivity.
In terms of the potential drop V between the voltage probes, the
resistivity is found to be
2TrD

p =-·3-·

V

T

if the separations are equal and the probe distance

= D.

Another device which is often 'useful is the automatic resistivity and
potential plotter.

In this device there may be two or four probes.

With the

four probe design, the results are more independent of the cross section,
whereas with the two probes and fixed end-current contacts, the cross section
must be constant for accurate results.
46

A travelling contact moving with the
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probes provides a voltage signal to an X-V recorder proportional to the distance of the probes from the fixed point.

The chart position is determined

by the voltage drop across the probes.
Systematic Measurement of Hall Effect and Resistivity
For a comprehensive study of semiconductor properties, a complete
system is needed (99).

In a d.c. system, the features needed are the follow-

ing:
1.

Sample holders.

2.

Cryostats or thermostated baths for temperature control.

3.

Current supply suitable for all ranges likely to be needed.

4.

A source of magnetic field which may be either a permanent magnet

or an electromagnet.
5.

A potentiometer or equivalent electrometer system for measuring

voltages without drawing appreciable currents.
6.

Suitable switching arrangements for transferring probe voltages,

etc. to potentiometer.
A wide variety of problems are involved in the design of the sample
holder but they will not be mentioned here.
For temperature control, constant temperature all the way from liquid
helium temperatures (4°K) to over IOOO°C are feasible.

Temperature control

is an important topic for all conductivity measurements but particularly
important for semiconductors and dielectrics.

Even for metals, care must be

taken that heating does not arise from sample currents.

In some studies,

however, heating of the sample has been used for rapid determination of resistivity versus temperature (100).
There have been a number of studies in which a-c methods are used for
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measurement of the resistivity and particularly of the Hall coefficient.
Whereas the mobility sensitivity for most .d-c Hall effect equipment is not
much better than about 1 cm 2 /volt sec. Levy (101) has shown that mobilities
as small as 10- 4 cm 2 /vo1t sec. in lead telluride films can be measured.
Another method often adopted for the study of materials difficult
to work with in large pieces is the r-f dielectric loss method (102,103).
This has been applied to such materials as selenium, powdered silicon carbide, gray tin and other materials whose powdered conditions or other forms
make it difficult to separate the bulk properties from the effects of the
contacts between grains or the effects arising from internal barriers.

The

r-f method may be used with an r-f impedance bridge or other equipment for
measuring dielectric loss.

A high enough frequency is applied so that the

resistivity becomes independent of frequency.

The sample can often be packed

in a special cell and may be suspended in oil for the measurement.
Effects of Sample Shape and Size
Samples of various shapes serve for studies [Fig. (22)].

The sample

(b) was cut out of a blank with a die driven by a supersonic oscillator cutting
in carborundum powder.

The sample shape (c) was employed by W. C. Dunlap in

the studies of germanium at high temperatures.
several advantages.

Samples of this

type have

The large area of contact reduces the potential drops at

the leads, reduces contact resistance effects and continuously minimises
't·

carrier injection which can often take place at small contacts.

Also, there

is little trouble from electrode metal shorting out part of the sample, which
occurs with the broad soldered contacts.
Of particular interest is the effect of sample shape for the Hall
measurements when the primary current contact covers the whole end.

It has
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been shown theoretically and has been demonstrated [Fig. (23)] that the Hall
voltage drops off when the length to width ratio of the sample becomes much
less than about 3.

This is due to the shorting effect of the end contacts

upon the Hall voltage.

Fig. (23) shows both the theoretical curve of Isen-

berg and the experimental curve obtained by Dunlap (104,105) for sampling of
germanium progressively cut from long thin samples to short broad ones.

The

agreement with theory is excellent.
These effects can be minimized for samples of a given shape by not
covering the whole end with the conducting electrode.

This, however, may

lead to other difficulties because of the inhomogeneous current flow.

Another

problem arises with soldered Hall probes because of the shorting effect of the
electrode itself upon the current in the probe region.

Also of interest are

the problems arising from asymmetry of location of the Hall electrodes and
potential probes.

In the first circumstance, there is an apparent Hall volt-

age with no magnetic field applied.

In the second, there is an interferance

with magneto-resistance measurements arising from the Hall effect.

Both

should, in homogeneous crystals, be averaged out by reversal of the magnetic
field (106).
Effects of Sample Inhomogeneity
It is difficult in most semiconductor work to produce perfectly uniform
specimens.

Hence consideration must be given to the effects which can arise

from various types of inhomogeneity so that false effects from this source can
be recognized.

Particularly for development and production of semiconductor

devices, knowledge of and control over material homogeneity are essential if a
uniform product is to be obtained.
Inhomogeneity of semiconductors may be of many types; most of them are
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difficult to control.
(a)

Among these are:

non-uniform resistivity arising from impurity distribution

coefficients;
(b)

effects of surface conductivity;

(c)

grain boundaries; and

(d)

p-n junctions distributed through bulk samples.

Contacts
An extremely important aspect of conductivity measurements is the
making of suitable contacts to the specimen.

These contacts may be appropriate

to the materials being studied, the conductivity range, the temperature range,
temperature, currents required and other conditions of the measurement.

Bad

effects from improper contacts may be most serious for semiconductors and dielectrics.
Among the important types of contacts are:
(a)

pressure contacts;

(b)

soldered or brazed contacts;

(c)

spot welded contacts;

(d)

alloyed contacts;

(e)

diffused contacts;

(f)

evaporated and sputtered contacts;

(g)

plated contacts;

(h)

painted contacts; and

(i)

bridge-type contacts.
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TABLE 1
Typical Semiconductors
Ionic Crystals

Valence Crystals

Boron

Sodium Chloride

Silicon Carbide

Diamond

Potassium Iodide

Indium Antimonide

Silicon

Zinc Oxide

Gallium Arsenide

Germanium

Cuprous Oxide

Gray Tin

Magnesium Oxide

Monoatomic Semiconductors

Selenium
Tellurium
Arsenic

in

Antimony

certain

Phosphorus

forms
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CHAPTER II
SILICON CARBIDE
Historical Review
Silicon carbide had been observed in laboratory experiments by a
number of investigators (1824-1881) (107).

During the last decades of the

19th century, Cow1ess in 1885 (108) and Acheson in 1892 (109) realized the
technical importance of this hard and stable compound for grinding and cutting
purposes.

The technological application led to the development of the manu-

facture on a large scale.
Silicon carbide also occurs in nature.

This was first established by

Moissan in 1905 (110) by analysis of a mateorite from Canon Diablo.
deposits of silicon carbide have never been found.

Large

In mineralogy the substance

is known under the name Moissanite (111).
In the large-scale technical production of silicon carbide, Acheson's
method employing a reaction mixture of silica and carbon, is still used in
essentially unaltered form.

The heating' of this mixture according to a definite

time-temperature cycle yields silicon carbide with the useful properties mentioned.

A general description of the process can be found in the handbooks on

chemical technology (112).

There is, however, no agreement among different

authors concerning the conditions recommended.
The Acheson Process
In this process, a mixture of silica and carbon with a few percent sawdust and common salt (e.g., coke 40%, silica 50%, sawdust 7% and common salt 3%)
is heated in a trough type electric furnace.

The furnace is not shielded from

the air but it was found that this does not affect the process appreciably.

The

size of these furnaces has been gradually enlarged in the course of time and
dimensions up to 3 x 3 x 15 m3 are nowadays not uncommon.
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Salt and sawdust are
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now frequently omitted from the mixtures, which consist of pitch or petroleum
coke and high quality glass sand.
A centrally mounted core of graphite or coke through which a large
current can be passed serves as heater element.

The reaction mixture is

filled round this core between removable walls.

Usually the temperature of

the central core is regulated to reach 1900°C at the end of some hours.
Thereafter it is raised more slowly to reach a maximum of about 2700°C.
then on, the temperature is lowered.
about 30 hours.

From

It is kept slightly above 2000°C for

After this treatment, the furnace is left to cool down.

The reaction that takes place upon heating the mixture follows the
equation:
Si0 2

+

3C

+

SiC

+

2CO t

The shrinking of sawdust keeps the mixture porous.

This promotes the

circulation of the reaction gases and makes possible a smooth escape of the
large amounts of carbon monoxide.

The cornmon salt reacts with the impurities

present in the starting material, forming volatile chlorides which escape,
thus improving the purity of the product.
The compound appears at the end of the process in the form of an intergrown crystalline mass, consisting of arrays of long crystallites with a diameter
of the order of 0.1 cm in nearly parallel orientation.

The colour depends on the

impurity content and may vary considerably from light green or light blue to dark
blue or black.
Optical and X-ray crystallographic investigations have been made of the
"Acheson SiC".
established.

The presence of numerous different crystal modification was
The polymeric forms have either hexagonal or trigonal symmetry.

Among these modifications, one type (hexagonal) seemed to be dominant.

It was

also shown that as a special case with trigonal symmetry, one SiC structure
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with cubic symmetry existed as a very minor constituent.

The polymorphism

of silicon carbide was originally looked upon as being structurally and
thermodynamically a special case of polymorphism, so that it was given a
special name po1ytypism.
Chemical and physical properties have been investigated in the past
using the crystalline material originating from the Acheson process.

The

samples were mostly poly-crystalline sintered bodies, but some fundamental
properties were studied on single crystals which are occasionally obtained.
Investigations that require pure crystals and specimens with well-known
quantities of impurities, grown under well defined conditions could however
not be performed due to the fact that the purity of the crystals from the
technical process is not very high.

Furthermore, there is no way of strictly

controlling the incorporation of impurities.

Recent attempts in 1947 by

Kendall (113) and by Le1y (114) in 1955 to grow crystals satisfying these
conditions are discussed below.

Further developments of these methods will

be described in later sections.
The Le1y Method
A major step in the preparation of pure aSiC crystals was taken by
Le1y (114) to grow crystals for the investigation of their semiconducting
properties.
Le1y constructed a pseudo-closed vessel in which the pressure of the
most volatile component would be equal to the pressure of this component in
the normal dissociation equilibrium at a certain temperatuare.

In this way

dissociation would be suppressed, resulting in the probability of a larger
net transport from hot parts of the vessel to colder parts.

For that purpose,

a hollow cylinder was constructed from lumps of technical grade SiC in a carbon
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crucible.

This silicon carbide charge was heated to a temperature of 2500°C,

at which temperature an appreciable dissociation of the silicon carbide takes
place.
The temperature distribution over the SiC cylinder was chosen such
that the cylinder had its highest temperature at the outside.

The centre of

the cylinder also had a higher temperature than the top and the bottom.

This

was achieved by using the temperature gradient of the heater element of the
high temperature furnace.
The SiC was thought to decompose and/or sublime on the outside at the
places of highest temperature, yielding a silicon and SiC vapour pressure.
SiC could condense from this vapour at places of lower temperature on the inside.

On the top and bottom, dense layers of silicon carbide were deposited.
If this procedure was performed in pure argon or some other pure and

protecting atmosphere (H 2 ) using the purest (light green) technical silicon
carbide as starting material, the impurity content of the newly grown crystals
could be as low as 10 18 _10 19 foreign atoms per cm 3 , as deduced from electrical
measurements.

By adding substances to the argon atmosphere during growth, im-

purities could be incorporated deliberately.

It was seen that incorporation

of nitrogen resulted in green crystals that were n-type and that incorporation
of

A~

gave blue p-type crystals.

In both cases the heavily doped material

appeared almost black.
The Van Arkel Procedure
A method for the preparation of pure carbides was described by Van
Arkel and de Boer (115).

For the growth of ZrC, a tungsten wire was heated

in an atmosphere containing

ZrC~4,

the crystalline ZrC was deposited.

hydrogen and CO.

On the hot tungsten wire,

This method was afterwards used by Moers
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(116)

for the preparation of a number of carbides including SiC.

At the

high temperatures used for the production of SiC, a metal wire proved to be
unsuitable, due to the fact that the gas mixture contains silicon and therefore filaments of carbon, ZrC and TaC were used.

Because of its toxicity,

the CO as carbon source was replaced by toluene.

As silicon source

SiC~4

was introduced into the hydrogen atmosphere.
At moderate temperatures (below 2000°C) a black anhedral crystalline
layer was deposited.
were grown.
mitted light.

At temperatures above 2000°C small transparent crystals

They were yellow in reflected light and yellow-green in transThey were shown to be cubic by X-ray analysis.

Colourless

crystals have never been observed.
Kendall (113,117) using the same procedure as Moers published more
details regarding the conditions of growth.
necessary if chloro compounds were taken.

The presence of hydrogen was
In varying the

SiC~4-to1uene

ratio,

it was seen that an excess of silicon relative to carbon was needed to produce
yellow crystals.
3.

The best results were obtained using a Si-C atomic ratio of

In all other cases, black crystals were found.

These yellow crystals could

be formed only between 1850-1900°C (using a correct silicon to carbon ratio).
Also substances such as'

CH3SiC~3

were used with hydrogen and produced SiC at

2400°C.
The crystals produced were small

«300~)

and stated to be cubic.

could not be used for direct electric measurements.

They

The type of the charge

carrier was found by determining the sign of the thermoelectric power; the
crystals were nearly always n-type conducting.

This was attributed to a devia-

tion from stoichiometry caused by excess silicon but no quantitative estimates
or analyses as to the amount were given.
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By introducing volatile metal halides in the carrier-gas, attempts
were made to influence the conductivity type of the crystals but here again,
no quantitative data with regard to their incorporation were reported.
In a later publication by Kendall (118) it was stated that no conclusive experimental evidence existed for the deviation from stoichiometry
resulting from variation of the

SiC~4-toluene

ratio in the gas phase.

Progress reported at the 1958 Boston Conference on Silicon Carbide
At the Boston Conference, a number of investigations were reported
in which the hot wire experiment was changed in such a way that the reaction
gases were passed through the heated tube.

In general it cannot be said that

this change has led to better results.
Merz (119) reported that among the reaction products of the cracking
in hydrogen of a gas containing silicon and carbon, between l400°C and l600°C,
small crystals were found of a hexagonal type unknown up to that time.
importance of this discovery is in structure analysis.

The

In contrast to the

experiments of Kendall (118), where Si-C ratios larger than 1 were necessary,
ratios smaller than 1 were used.
An enhanced purity of the crystals grown by the Lely procedure was
reported by Hamilton (120) using purer starting materials (purified carbon
silicon mixtures and a carefully purified furnace).

Inside the carbon crucible

of the Lely method, an extra carbon cylinder was placed which served to keep
the carbon-silicon mixture in its place.

The author claimed that the presence

of this cylinder also prevented possible intergrowth by diminishing excessive
nucleation.
It was also thought possible to prepare crystals by the recrystallization of SiC from solution.

Although it has not yet attained such a stage of

perfection that it can be listed under the methods of preparation, it is inter-
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esting enough to be mentioned here.

Two contributions (121,122) at the

Boston Conference reported on the growth of SiC crystals from molten silicon,
silicon enriched iron and nickel alloys.

It was found difficult to grow or

draw good silicon carbide crystals from the solutions.
were small and grew in po1ycrystalline agglomerates.

The crystals obtained
The material obtained

from pure silicon was cubic SSiC and n-type conducting.
Large quantities of acceptors had to be added to grow p-type crystals
from the silicon melts.

For this reason Ellis (122) proposed that silicon

should be incorporated as a donor.

He also stated that the aSiC form seemed

to be impurity stabilized as it was obtained from solutions that contained
large amounts of metal.
Later methods of preparation of SiC arise from the further developments
of the above-mentioned method.
Some characteristic general properties of SiC are given in the following section.
Properties
(1)

Hardness, resistance to wear, sharpness
One of the first observations made on silicon carbide was that the

crystals were so hard that they could scratch ruby.

SiC was placed as number

9 in Mohs scale of hardness between diamond and topaz which have a value of
10 and 8 respectively.

The substance has also a high resistance to wear.

It

was given the figure 9.15 when diamond was taken as 10 and corundum as 9.00
(123).

Cleavage and fracture experiments on single crystals of the dominant

hexagonal type have indicated (1100 and 1120) as cleavage planes (124).
Cleavage along the base planes (0001) has also been reported (125).
Little is known of the dependence of hardness and resistance to wear
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on crystallographic direction and impurity content.
(2)

Thermal stability
The thermal stability of the compound is relatively high.

possible to melt SiC at atmospheric pressure.

It is not

At high temperatures, it not

only sublimes but dissociates into carbon and silicon-rich vapour, leaving
behind graphite in pseudomorphosis of the original crystals.

The vapour

pressure above SiC was determined by Ruff, Konschak and Grieger (126,127,128).
From experiments using high temperatures and pressures higher than 1
atmosphere, it was concluded by Scace and Slack in 1959 (129) that a peritectic
point occurred at 2830 (±40°C) and 35 atm.

Under these conditions SiC decom-

poses into a silicon-rich liquid in equilibrium with graphite.

Thus silicon

carbide has no congruent melting point.
From mass spectroscopic studies of dissociation equilibria (130,131)
a heat of formation H0298

=

-15000 ± 2000 ca1s/mole was deduced for both the

cubic and the hexagonal type.

This is a higher value than the one determined

from heats of combustion by Humphrey (132) which was reported to be -13400 ±
920 cals/mo1e for the cubic and -12310 ± 920 cals/mo1e for the hexagonal modification.

These authors assumed that this difference of 1090 cal/mo1e between

cubic and hexagonal SiC should be much smaller but that it was correct as far
as the sign is concerned.

It has been pointed out (133) that the value used in

the calculations for the heat of formation of Si0 2 is too low and that the
introduction of newer data results in a better agreement of both methods.
There are suggestions based on electronic conduction effects found in
SiC grown in silicon-rich environments that SiC may contain silicon in excess
(117,122).
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Chemical Properties
SiC is protected against oxidation by a Si02 layer that is formed
on its surface.

Rapid oxidation takes place above 1700°C after this silica

layer is molten (134).
SiC can be dissolved by molten oxidizing material such as molten
Na202 or a molten Na2C03-KN03 mixture.

The compound reacts rapidly with

chlorine at 900 o -l200°C and also with CCt4; in both cases, a graphite residue
is left behind.

With fluorine it reacts at 300°C without leaving a residue

(135) .
The oxidising melts and also fluorine gas may be used as etchants in
the study of crystal symmetry and orientation.

A compilation of etching

techniques for SiC has been given by Faust (136).
In all chemical reactions, it was found that the reactivity of the
cubic modification is higher than that of the hexagonal types (135).
Semiconducting Properties
SiC is a semiconductor with a relatively large band gap.

In a number

of cases, it has been established that the band gap differs for the various
po1ytypes.

The value at room temperature is near 3eV for some of the hexa-

gonal types (137) and 2.2 eV for the cubic modification (138).

As very few

types have yet been isolated in single form, only a few band gaps have been
determined.
Due to the differences in band gap, pure cubic and hexagonal crystals
show a different body colour.

The cubic modification is yellow in transmission

and reflection.

Because of the larger band gap, pure hexagonal crystals can

be colourless.

A study of the band gap absorption for some po1ytypes has been

undertaken by Choyke and Patrick (137).
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Incorporation of certain impurities in the SiC lattices produces
centres with energy levels that have an influence on the optical absorption
and the conductivity.

It was shown by Lely (114) and Lely and Kroger (139)

that the green colour of SiC can be caused by the presence of nitrogen.
However, the absorption is not due to the nitrogen level itself.
From the technical manufacture it was already known that blue material
arose from incorporation of

A~

(140).

The infrared transmission of some po1ytypes has been investigated by
a number of authors (141,142,143).
The electrical conductivity is temperature dependent due to the fact
that both the fre;e charge carrier concentration and the mobility of the
carriers are dependent on temperature.
Temperature dependent resistivity measurements were made by Weigel
(144), Seman (145), and Henniger (146) establishing an ohmic behaviour and a
negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity.
could be accounted for by rectifying properties.

Non-ohmic behaviour

These investigations were

not extensive and the materials used were only specified as to colours.
Hochberg and Sominski (147) found by measuring the Seebeck coefficient
that the green material was n-type and the black p-type.

Braun and Busch (148)

remarked an increase in conductivity as being correlated with deepening of the
colour.
The first more extensive study was made by Busch (149) and Busch and
Labhart (150).

Their measurements were made on ten transparent yellow and

green and ten black opaque bars.
samples were checked.

The ohmic behaviour and homogeneity of the

The conductivity and the Hall effect were measured

over a temperature range from 100 to ll00 o K.
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Electrical measurements were made separately on hexagonal samples
in the temperature ranges 300 0 K to l500 0 K (151).

From the above studies

it was found that the mobility values in hexagonal SiC are smaller than in
silicon and diamond.

This is attributed by the authors to the polar

character of the bonds in SiC.
Experimental
Preparation
The dark grey silicon carbide was prepared in the laboratory from a
mixture containing silicon, boron, iron and graphite.

The reactants are of

99% purity or more.
Silicon, graphite, iron and boron were mixed in a "Czerbide" crucible
and then heated at 1200°-1250° for approximately 8-10 hours.

This was then

cooled down to room temperature without removing the crucible from the furnace.
The slag or melt obtained was digested with 1:1 hydrochloric acid.
digested residue was then washed and dried.

The un-

The dark grey crystals of silicon

carbide were then separated from the reaction mixture.

The crystals were then

kept in 42% hydrofluoric acid for about two hours and then washed with water.
The preparation was performed with mixtures containing different ratios
of the reactants.
Results and Discussion
Many authors have reported that the material first formed in thereaction between silicon and carbon is cubic SSiC.

That the product of a

low temperature reaction is SSiC seemed to be confirmed by the investigations
of Taylor and Laidler (152).

Baumann (153) reported that in the reaction

between silicon and carbon occurring at a temperature as low as 525°C in a
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low melting alloy of aluminum and zinc, cubic SiC is always formed.

According

to his observations SSiC should not transform below 2100°C into a high temperature modification hexagonal aSiC.
If the above fact was true, then the silicon carbide prepared in our
case would have a cubic modification as it was grown at a temperature (1200°C)
lower than the transition temperature which is 2100°C.

However, Scace and

Slack (129) have shown SiC recrystallized from a silicon melt at 2830°C to be
cubic.

Also Tone (154) has observed silicon carbide recrystallized from boron

carbide to be cubic, even above 2100°C.
On the other hand, Ramsdell and Kohn (155) have discovered that the
hexagonal form of silicon carbide could be grown between 1400o-1600°C.

Thus

we could not definitely assign the crystals grown by the method described in
the experimental section to be of cubic modification at this stage.

Hence it

requires a re-evaluation of current thinking on the stability relationships
of a and SSiC.

This controversy could only be eliminated by more investigation

into the problem.

Crystal structure could only be determined by X-ray crystal-

lography.
The crystals obtained from the melt containing silicon, boron, graphite
and iron crystallized in the form of separate platelets which were dark grey
in colour.

They had an entirely different appearance from any of the starting

materials (i.e., iron, boron, silicon and graphite) and thus they could be
separated from the reaction mixture without any difficulty.

From the reaction

mixture, a number of other compounds could also be formed, e.g., silicon boride,
ferro-silicon (Fe3Si), iron carbide, iron silicide (FeSi) and boron carbide,
iron borides (FeB and Fe2B) and possibly some ternary compounds.

None of these

are likely to be confused with SiC in appearance and resistance to hydrochloric
and hydrofluoric acids.

The crystals obtained displayed the hexagonal outline
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tabular faces, and stepped habit, typical of SiC.
When a given combination of silicon, iron, carbon and boron is used,
a definite ratio of these materials has to be maintained.

Furthermore a

certain total of concentration of silicon and carbon is desirable.

Hence

the silicon, carbon, iron and boron ratios, the concentration and temperature
can be regarded as relevant parameters.

We have grown crystals in a temper-

ature range from 900 0 -1250°C.
Change of System Parameters
By changing the ratio of the reactants, we have found that crystals
can only be obtained with a certain definite ratio of iron, silicon, carbon
and boron.

Crystals were obtained with reaction mixtures containing silicon,

carbon, iron and boron in the ratios of 2:2:1:1 and 2:2:2:1 respectively.
However, a greater yield of silicon carbide was obtained from the former mixture than from the latter (2.6% yield for first case and 0.1% for the second
mixture).
Crystals were formed only in th-e temperature range of 1200° -1250°C,
when the mixtures were heated for 8-10 hours.
No influence on crystal growth was observed by changing the mesh size
of silicon.

Neither was there a difference in the growth phenomena when iron

nails instead of iron filings were used.
-after the melt was treated with acid.

Free silicon is sometimes present

It is quite possible that free iron

was also present but it will be dissolved on acid treatment.
Most of the crystals of silicon carbide prepared by other methods were
formed usually at a temperature above 1400°C.

The lowering of the temperature

in our case could possibly be due to the presence of iron and boron, which
lowers the temperature of formation of silicon carbide.

This is in agreement
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with the previous work of Dr. G. R. Finlay [unpublished report] who had grown
silicon carbide from a mixture containing ferro-silicon and boron carbide.

w.

F. Knippenberg (156) has stated that from paramagnetic resonance

measurements, the interesting fact was found that boron was incorporated in
the crystals mainly on the lattice sites with no cubic crystal field environmente

The boron must therefore be present either in the skeleton or on

stacking faults in the cubic interstitial sites.

He also prepared silicon

carbide crystals doped with boron by vapour phase methods.
addition of

BC~3

He found that on

to vapour of a reaction mixture, the incorporation of boron

was only successful at low boron concentration, and that the colour of the
crystal changes with increasing boron concentration from yellow through green
to black.
He also studied the effects of addition of nitrogen, aluminum and
phosphorus.

With nitrogen doping, the colour of the crystal changes from

yellow through green to black with increasing nitrogen content.
similar changes in colour with

A~

doping also.

He found

With phosphorus doping he

bound that the colour changes from yellow to dark green with increasing
concentration of phosphorus.
A number of silicon carbide crystals prepared by other methods were
also given to us by Dr. A. K. Kuriakose of the Norton Research Company,
Carolina Aluminum Company, General Abrasive Company, Carborundum Co., and Exo1on
Company, for the study of resistivities and Hall Effect measurements.
Most of the SiC crystals from the Norton Research Company were prepared by vapour phase deposition from silica and coke mixtures at temperatures
above 2500°C. The Lely-type crystals were grown by sublimation of green SiC.
Electrical Measurements
Fabrication of the Whisker
Fabrication of the whisker involves three processes:
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(1)

forming the whisker point;

(2)

crimping the wire to the desired shape; and

(3)

soldering the whisker to the metal cartridge component.
In actual practice, the order of operation varies from one worker

to another.

In our experiment, the pointing is done before the crimping.

The conical point was formed by an electrolytic method (157).

By

following a process developed by Pfann (158) it was possible to perform
electrolytic pointing as well as polishing in one experiment, thus eliminating
the mechanical forming of the point.

Hence, the desired contour and surface

smoothness of the point was obtained.
The electrolyte used for the pointing operation was an aqueous solution containing 25 per cent potassium hydroxide with about 0.01 percent or
more copper in solution.

The cathode was a copper gauze that had remained in

the electrolyte long enough for a film of oxide to form.

The pointing opera-

tion was accomplished by placing the whisker wires in a vertical position,
with their lower ends in the electrolyte and applying 1 volt until the current
dropped to a value between 0.25 to 0.30 rnA.

For points having a radius of

curvature of 0.0003 inch, the shut off current always falls within this range.
The anode is the 5 mil tungsten wire which is to be pointed and polished.
The pointing process is then followed by polishing flashes.

In this

process 0.8 volt was applied for 2 secs followed by two successive flashes of
0.2 sec duration at 2.0 volts.

After the polishing process the points were

washed in a stream of hot water and dried.

These wires were then observed

under the binocular microscope for smoothness and perfection.
The drop in current at constant voltages arises from the decrease in
wetted area as the tungsten is dissolved, and from the polarization at the
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wires.

The shaping of the point depends on the formation of a meniscus of

a suitable shape about the wire.

The potassium hydroxide solution specified

produces a satisfactory meniscus for 5 mil wires and the addition of copper
to the solution produces the required adhesion of the liquid to the wire.
It has been found that the concentration of potassium hydroxide is
not critical, large changes having little effect on the contour of the point.
The value of the shut-off current increases with increase in concentration.
The time taken for the whole operation for one wire depends on the depth of
the wire which is immersed below the surface of the electrolyte.

For 3 mm

immersion in electrolyte) it takes fifteen to twenty minutes.
Since the points always form just below the surface of the solution,
uniformity of length can be obtained by uniform mounting of the whisker in
the holder of the electrolytic cell.
The Whisker Shape
The whisker is bent to the desired shape by means of a pair of tweezers.
The shape of the whisker used in our case is as shown in Figure 24.* The length
of the whisker is about 1.5 inches and all four of the tungsten wires are
approximately of the same length.

The double loop structure serves as a spring

whose compression provides the contact force.

It also provides mechanical

stability by maintaining the contact force perpendicular to the crystal surface
when the spring is compressed.
The jig is made of plastic of dimensions 2 x 2 inches.

At the four

corners of this jig, four copper plates of side half-inch, were attached by
means of #4-40NF brass screws.
By using a hot-dip method, the tungsten wires are coated with high
temperature soldering flux.

The wires are readily wetted by the alloy which

forms a thin adherent coating that can easily be soldered.

*..Seeend of chapter for fi,gures (pages 95-99).

The shank of the
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whisker is soldered into the hole in the metal end piece of nickel tubing.
This assembly is then soldered onto the copper plates which are then screwed
onto the jig as shown in Fig. 25.
The intersection of the diagonal across opposite corners was then
marked as the central position and the crystals whose p and RH are to be
measured were mounted onto the jig at the central position by glueing the
base of the crystal with a thin paste of "Lepages" glue.
aside for half an hour for the glue to set.

This was then kept

When the glue had set, contacts

between the leads and the crystal surface were made by placing the tungsten
points at the sides of the crystal.

The four leads from the corners are

connected by means of a wire to the crystal socket.

The circuit connections

set-up for subsequent measurements and zotting are shown in Fig.

26

and Fig.

27.
"Zotting" - This is a process in which a cap.acitor is discharged to reduce
the resistivity between the contacts and the crystal.
"Zot Box"
This is basically a capacitor discharge network for fusing simultaneously a pair of electrodes onto a crystal.
The discharge energy can be selected in three ranges:
and

30~

1~

fd,

8~

fd

fd.
The lead configuration chosen was between 1 and 3 and 2 and 4.

The

function switch selected each in turn for "zotting" and then the resistance
measurement of the welded lead.

A non-shorting switch was used; thus the

danger of having the ohmmeter in the circuit when welding is eliminated.
We decided to use Van der Pauw's theorem (159) for measuring the
resistivity and Hall constant, with spring loaded tungsten contacts which
were ohmic and non-rectifying.

Its use requires plane parallel samples of
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arbitrary shape with four small contacts on the circumference.

Especially

where crystals are lamellar, a minimum of shaping is required, and full use
can be made of the available surface area.
A current was passed between two adjacent contacts while the potential
difference between the other two was measured.

By cyclic permutation, two

independent pseudo-resistances R1 and R2 were obtained as voltage current
ratios.

It was shown by Van der Pauw that between R1 and R2 , the resistivity

p and the thickness of the plate "d", the following relation exists:
p = {TId/(2In2)}(R 1 + R2 ) f(R 1 /R 2 )

The function f(Rl/R 2 ) is given by Van der Pauw in graphical form.
The Hall constant RH is determined using the same contacts, by passing
the current through two non-adjacent contacts.

The change in voltage is

measured across the two other contacts, while a magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the sample.
The theorem strictly requires that the contacts be infinitesimally
small.

Care was taken that the samples were really plane-parallel.

For this

purpose, the crystals with a badly developed base plane had to be polished.
D.C. methods were used to measure resistivity but 49 cycles per sec
A.C. instrumentation with tuned amplifier was used for both resistivity and
Hall constant measurements to avoid complications due to small thermoelectric
voltages in the lead wires.
Calculation
In the experiment, the current which was passed through the sample
was in milliamperes and the voltage read was in millivolts.

The polarity of

the current was reversed and the voltage reading was taken again.

The same

procedure was followed by reversing the polarity of the voltage also.

Thus
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by cyclic permutation, sixteen current readings and sixteen voltage readings
will be obtained.

In our case, we have kept the current value constant

throughout one cyclic permutation, thus making the calculation simpler.
Then Rl and R2 values were calculated.

Knowing Rl and R2 and the thickness of

the crystal "d" in cmsthe resistivity can be calculated as shown in the next
page.
For the measurement of Hall Effect also, the current was kept constant
at a certain value and the voltages across contacts I and 3 and 2 and 4 were
measured with both current and voltage polarity reversed also.

Next, the

magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the sample and the voltage reading
across two non-adjacent contact was taken again.
magnetic field was also reversed.
ence of potential

~v

was obtained.

Here the polarity of the

From this and the previous readings a differThus by using this value, the Hall constant

RH can be calcualted as shown in the following section.
All the other results were calculated in a similar manner.
Result and Discussion
The Hall constant RH and the resistivity

p

were used for evaluating

the carrier concentration 'n' and the mobility 11H taking,
n = r/RHe

11

and

= ~/p

Throughout this work, we have assumed that the Hall factor, "r", in
these equations is 3TI/8, though it may change from the value of 1.0 at high
temperature to about a value of 2 at low temperature in extreme cases of
strong ionized impurity scattering.
Influence of the size of the contacts
Van der Pauw (159) estimated the magnitude of the error introduced
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in the evaluation of resistivity and mobility where the contacts on a discshaped sample could no longer be considered as small or were not situated
at the circumference of the sample.

According to Van der Pauw, giving the

disc the shape of a four-leaf clover should diminish the influence of contacts on the measurements in general.
Influence of inhomogeneities in the sample
Apart from the influence of the size of the contacts on the measurements, the effect of inhomogeneities in the material must be considered.
The effect of microscopic inhomogeneities with dimensions negligibly small
compared to that of the sample will not have an appreciable influence on the

Rl/R2 ratio because regions in which they occur are small and may be uniformly
distributed throughout material.

In an inhomogeneous sample the activation

energy for conduction is not generally a constant throughout the whole material.

Large accumulations of minority centres may even lead to regions of

opposite conduction type.

When measuring on an inhomogeneous material, even

with constant current, the current pattern will generally change with: parameters
such as temperature, pressure, etc.
changes in the current pattern.

The resistances R1 and R2 are sensitive to

For a homogeneous sample, the ratio R1 /R 2

should be a constant, only determined by the geometry of the sample.

This

means that it should be independent of the temperature, pressure, current
applied, etc.

Nevertheless, Rl/R 2 for a sample is found to change with any

of the above-mentioned parameters; thus the sample must be inhomogeneous, the
resistivity of different parts of the sample having different behaviour.
Actually in most of the silicon carbide samples measured, the ratio of R1 /R 2
changes by a small value on changing the amount of current passing through
the sample across two contacts.
as inhomogeneous.

These samples therefore should be considered
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A striking example is shown in Table 2.

Apparently the largest

variation of Rl/R 2 occurs at low current strength.

This may be connected

with the possible occurrence of impurity conduction at these currents.
Because the resistivity in the impurity conduction range may depend very
strongly indeed on the concentration of impurities, small variations in
the doping may provoke marked inhomogeneity in the resistivity at these
current regions.

This would mean that although strictly any change in R1 /R 2

with current indicates that the sample is inhomogeneous in composition, this
inhomogeneity is small when the change only occurs in the region of impurity
conduction.
Different Rl/R2 ratios were found at different places of contact for
the same crystal.

This could be seen in Table 3.

Behaviour of this kind

can only occur in cases in which the distribution of impurity is non-uniform.
In some cases of silicon carbide samples, whose R1 /R2 ratio changes
with current, the values found for resistances even depend on the direction
of the current.

In these instances, it has been found that the resistance

in the forward direction is very low and in the reverse direction very high
or vice versa, when an alternating current is applied.
was obtained in one direction only.
rectifying properties.

Thus a large voltage

These crystals are thus said to have

This rectifying effect is evidently due to the develop-

ment of potential barriers at the boundaries of the inhomogeneities.
In some crystals, certain regions do not even conduct current.
On looking at Table 4 it can also be seen that the change in R1 /R 2
value is more drastic when the R1 /R 2 ratio deviates from unity.
The above examples show that although the crystals have no visible
inhomogeneities, this phenomena was found to occur in almost every sample.
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Although the change of R1 /R 2 with current indicates that the sample
is not homogeneous, it must be borne in mind that constancy of R1 /R 2 does
not necessarily mean that the sample is homogeneous.

It may still be com-

posed of homogeneous layers of different composition parallel to the plane
of the sample or it may be composed of parts with different resistivities
having the same current-dependence.
Influence of Current
From the curves (a) and (b) of Fig. 28, one can clearly see that the
resistivity changes with the quantity of current which is passed through the
sample.
Curve (a) was obtained by plotting different values of current against
resistivity for a green silicon carbide crystal prepared by the Norton Research
Corporation (Canada) Ltd.
Curve (b) was obtained by plotting in a similar manner as above for a
green silicon carbide crystal prepared by the Carolina Aluminum Company.
In both these graphs, the prominent fact is the gradual diminution of
the resistivity as a larger quantity of current was passed through the crystal.
In curve (a) the variation of resistivity with current was more gradual
whereas in curve (b) the change is more drastic at lower current values.

This

may be due to the presence of larger amounts of impurities in the second type
of crystal than in the first.

Alternatively, it could also be explained that

the impurities present in the second type of crystal have greater conductivity.
This behaviour, where resistivity decreases with increasing current
has been detected in all the samples measured, although the degree of the
change varies from crystal to crystal.

This is due to the crystals having

different composition or types of impurities.
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Influence of Type of Impurity
The colour of the crystals used for the study depends on the type
and amount of doping material present in the crystal.

It was previously

mentioned that the green colour of silicon carbide was due to the presence
of nitrogen whereas blue, black and dark grey colours were due to the presence of aluminum and/or boron.

It was found that the resistivity and

carrier concentration depends on the colour of the sample under investigation.
As shown in Table 5, the resistivities of green silicon carbide were
lower than those of the blue and black silicon carbide crystals.
green crystals are better conductors than the other types.

Thus the

Also, the carrier

concentration and ion mobilities are ,greater in the case of green crystals
than in blue and black crystals.
As nitrogen seems to be the main impurity in green silicon carbide
crystals, the size and the number of nitrogen atoms present as impurity will
influence the carrier concentration and mobilities of ions.

By the same

reasoning, the size and number of other impurity atoms will also influence
the carrier concentration and mobility of ions.
Comparing the size of the aluminum atom with that of boron and nitrogen, aluminum is in the third period of the Periodic Table while boron and
nitrogen are in Period 2.
boron or

Thus aluminum will have a greater size than either

nitrog~n.

By a similar argument a boron atom has a larger size than nitrogen and
thus will occupy greater space.

Hence larger numbers of nitrogen atoms will

be able to occupy space in lattice defects.
Assuming that the donor atoms are distributed uniformly throughout
the crystal lattice, and crystals having approximately the same thickness,
carrier concentration of crystals containing nitrogen as impurity should be
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greater than those containing boron which in turn will have a higher carrier
concentration than crystals containing aluminum.
This was found to be true in our case as shown in Table 6.

Here we

have assumed that the distribution of impurities is uniform because R1 /R 2
ratios are close to unity with the exception of a few samples.

(The radii

for atoms [or ions] are shown in Table 7.)
The above observation is only a general trend and cannot be followed
too rigidly, as there are also other factors which influence the carrier concentration and mobility of ions (atoms).
Influence of Method of Preparation
All the crystals that have been investigated except those from
Carolina (green) and the SiC that was prepared in our laboratory, were prepared by the vapour phase technique.

Carolina green and SiC prepared in the

laboratory were prepared from the melt.

Although the method of preparation

was different, the results obtained do not seem to be affected by the method
of preparation.

This implies that the resistivity depends only on the type

of impurity and on the amount of impurity present in the crystal.
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Conclusion
The crystals that were used for electrical measurements were prepared by different methods.
by many workers.

Measurements of this type have been made before

Table 8 shows the results of I.N. Frantserich et al (181).

The resistivities measured in our case give results which were
similar to that of crystal 4, 6 and 9 of Table 8 although the thickness of
their crystals were much smaller than the thickness of crystals that we used
for our measurements.
In Table 8 the resistivity of dark blue crystals was very high as
compared to the resistivity of the blue crystals measured in our case (0.4456
ohm-em).

However, this was not surprising as they did not mention the type

of impurity in their crystal.
We have also calculated mobility of ions and the results obtained for
some of the crystals are tabulated in Table 9.
We have also obtained some black silicon carbide crystals from the
Carborundum Co. (Niagara Falls).

Electrical measurements could not be per-

formed with them as they did not have a plane parallel surface which is important with Vander Pauw's method of measurement.
A mixture consisting of silicon, carbon, boron and iron in the ratio
of 2:2:1:1 has also been heated at l450 o ±25°C for one hour at the Norton
Research Corp. (Canada) Ltd.

No significant results have been obtained.

The raw materials used in the preparations have the following identity:
Boron Granules

99.8%

United Mineral and Chemical Corp.

Iron Filings (grease free)
Silicon

99.0%

The British Drug House

Union Carbide Canada Ltd.

The boron granules and silicon were ground to a 65 mesh size in an
iron mortar and then washed with dilute hydrochloric acid and later with acetone.
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Despite the efforts of the last fifteen years, there is still much
to learn about SiC.

This is less remarkable when one considers the massive

investments made to bring our knowledge of germanium, silicon and gallium
arsenide to its present state and the smallness of the groups engaged in
research into silicon carbide.

Furthermore, SiC presents much greater

difficulties because it is a compound semiconductor and has a marked tendency
towards polytypism. Wifucompound semiconductors it is more difficult for the
chemist to maintain stoichiometry.

The chemical and thermal stability means

that extremely high temperatures are needed for growing crystals and the
affinity for nitrogen makes ultra-high vacuum necessary.
To manufacture devices based on SiC one must master the techniques of
growing very pure crystals of a specified polytype.

Special procedures must

be developed in order to cope with the features peculiar to SiC.

Once these

requirements have been met, there is no doubt that SiC, with its outstanding
thermal and chemical properties and high dielectric strength, will be assured
of a place among the other semiconductors, and for certain applications will
supercede the "old" semiconductor material.
The only silicon carbide semiconductor devices at present on the
market are the thermistors and luminescent diodes.

This is not surprising

because for both applications no specific demands are made of the purity of
the crystals.
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TABLE 2
Variation of Rl/R 2 with Current
Type of Crystal

Current

Rl/R2

Norton Green (1)

6.0 rnA
10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA

1.723
1.765
1.780

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

4.334
3.858
3.419

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

1.282
1.272
1.265

5.0 rnA
7.0 rnA
9.0 rnA

2.514
2.366
2.260

3.5 rnA
4.5 rnA
5.5 rnA

2.643
3.185
3.628

5.0 rnA
7.0 rnA
9.0 rnA

2.882
2.934
2.924

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

1.697
1.680
1.664

6.0 rnA
8.0 rnA
10.0 rnA

1.140
1.100
1.080

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

3.036
2.395
2.003

Norton Light Green (1)

Carolina Green (1)

Lionite SiC (1)

Norton Black (4)

Norton Blue (1)

Lely Green (1)

Exo1on Green (1)

Silicon Carbide (2)

~Rl/R2

0.042
0.015
0.476
0.439
0.010
0.007
0.148
0.106
0.542
0.443
0.052
0.010
0.017
0.016
0.040
0.020
0.641
0.392
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TABLE 3

Values of RI/R 2 at Different Positions
Current

Rl/R 2 at First Position

R1 /R 2 at Second Position

6.0 rnA

1.569

3.939

10.0 rnA

1.567

3.947

15.0 rnA

1.568

3.972
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TABLE 4
Influence of Inhomogeneities in the Sample
Type of Crystal

Current

R1/R 2

Norton Green (1)

6.0 rnA
10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA

1.723
1.765
1.780

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

5.84
4.968
4.374

4.5 rnA
5.0 rnA
5.5 rnA

1.00
1.00
1.00

Norton Black (4)

3.5 rnA
4.5 rnA
5.5 rnA

2.643
3.185
3.628

0.542
0.443

Norton Black (6)

4.5 rnA
5.0 rnA

1.047
1.037

0.010

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

1.282
1.272
1.265

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0mA

1.431
1.403
1.398

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

1.697
1.680
1.664

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

9.666
8.914
8.455

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

3.036
2.395
2.003

10.0 rnA
15.0 rnA
20.0 rnA

1.035
1.024
1.021

Norton Green (5)

Norton Black (1)

Carolina Green (1)

Carolina Green (2)

Le1y Green (1)

Lely Green (3)

Silicon Carbide (2)

Silicon Carbide (3)

~Rl/R2

0.042
0.015
0.832
0.594
0.00
0.00

0.010
0.007
0.028
0.005
0.017
0.016
0.752
0.459
0.641
0.392
0.011
0.003
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TABLE 5
Resistivities of SiC
Type of Crystal

Colour

p

Current

ohm-em
Norton Green

green

0.3892

10.0 rnA

Exolon Green

green

0.4819

10.0 rnA

Carolina SiC

green

0.0364

10.0 rnA

Lely Green

green

0.0384

10.0 rnA

Lionite SiC

black

0.4484

9.0 rnA

Norton Black

black

2.195

5.5 rnA

Norton Blue

blue

0.4456

9.0 rnA

Exolon Black

black

0.8025

3.5 rnA

0.7830

10.0 rnA

SiC

dark grey
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TABLE 6
Influence of Type of Impurity on Carrier Concentration
Type of Crystal

Impurity

R1 /R 2

Thickness
in cms

Carolina Green

N

1.282

0.0691

2.264 x 10 17

Norton Green

N

1.765

0.0615

2.191 x 10 17

SiC

B

3.036

0.0655

1.483 x 10 17

Norton Black

A'l

1.000

0.069

1.009 x 10 17

Norton Green

N

1.499

0.0545

2.884 x 10 17

SiC

B

1.144

0.0520

1.971 x 10 17

Norton Blue

A'l

2.934

0.0578

1.402 x 10 17

Le1y Green

N

1.697

0.0365

3.419 x 10 17

Norton Green

N

4.645

0.0355

2.700 x 10 17

Exo1on Green

N

1.080

0.0300

2.288 x 10 17

Norton Black

A'l

1.115

0.0365

1.473 x 10 17

n = carrier concentration expressed as /cm 3 .

n /cm 3
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TABLE 7
Radii for Atoms (or Ions) in

A

Atom

Covalent

Ionic

Boron

0.82

0.20

Carbon

0.77

0.15

Nitrogen

0.75

0.11

Aluminum

1.18

0.50(+3)

Silicon

1.11

0.41

Phosphorus

1.06

0.34
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TABLE 8
Electrical Properties of SiC by I. N. Frantserich et a1
Plate number
and colour

p

n
cm- 3

RH

ohm-cm

cm 3/C

11

cm 2/Vsec

d
cm

1.

Green

3.90

11.00

6.65

x

10 17

2.82

0.010

2.

Green

1.80

6.20

1.20

x

10 17

34.40

0.021

4.

Green

0.16

3.66

2.06

x

10 18

22.90

0.010

5.

Green

2.14

82.50

9.00

x

10 16

38.60

0.015

6.

Green

0.70

51.50

1.44

x

10 17

78.50

0.006

8.

Dark Blue

34.30

242.00

3.06

x

10 16

70.05

0.025

9.

Green

0.38

8.90

8.30

x

10 16

23.40

0.020

TABLE 9
Mobility of Ions of Some SiC Crystals
Type of Crys tal

Colour

Norton Green (1)

green

88.19

0.0615

Exo1on Green (1)

green

67.13

0.0300

Carolina SiC

green

897.5

0.0691

Le1y Green

green

563.5

0.0365

Lionite SiC

black

83.55

0.043

Norton Black

black

30.36

0.069

Norton Blue

blue

SiC

dark grey

NOTE:

11

106.3
47.96

R is Hall constant expressed as cm 3/coulomb.
H
~ is mobility of ions expressed as cm 2/volt sec.

Thickness in em

0.0578
0.052
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CHAPTER III
ALUMINUM BORIDE
Historical Review
Kohn et al (160) pointed out that there are the following five
phases belonging to

A~-B

system:

A~B2, A~BIO, aA~B12, SA~B12

yA~B12.

and

Only a few reports have been published on the systematic investigation
of formation and decomposition of these phases.
Funk (161) prepared

A~B2

at a temperature of about 10GOoe from a

mixture of a large amount of aluminum and a small amount of boron.

A mixture

rich in boron and a temperature of about l500°C causes the formation of A~B12.
Mills (162) obtained

A~B2

by fusing in an iron crucible (2-3 min) a

mixture (8-10 g) of finely-powdered aluminum (3 parts) and B203 (1 part).
Lihl et al (163) prepared
involving 750 g
treated with

A~,

HC~

A~B2

and

A~B12

from a thermite type reaction

420 g B203, 200 g Sand 100 g

and HN03.

1350°-1450° to yield

A~B2.

A~B12

The resulting

KC~03.

is made to react with

the decomposition took place in two steps.
A~B2.

This then decomposes presumably to

1:2, Becher (164) and Felten (165) obtained

stated also that

A~B2,A~BIO' aA~B12
A~B2

and

decomposes into

Pierre Duhart (166) obtained

SA~B12

and B.
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A~

and

A~B12.

and B in the molar ratio of

A~B2

phase at 800 0 e and Kohn et

SA~B12

SA~B12
A~B2

They assumed that

A~

phases at l600-1700°C.

Becher

phase above 980°C.

by direct synthesis at 800°C which

on heating at lOOO°C under inert gas or vacuum gave
of

at

The first gave an allotropic

By heating raw materials composed of

al (160) obtained

A~

This boride undergoes decomposition with volume

expansion which may lead to complete ,decay of the alloy.

modification of

The product was

A~B13,

probably a mixture
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Serebryanskii et al (167) obtained
aA~B12
A~

~

phase at 975°

A~B2

phase at 650°

~

900°C and

l400°C irrespective of the ratio in quantities of

and B which composed the raw materials used.

Further, Serebryanskii et

al (168) presented a phase-diagram involving a series of peritectic lines
up to the limit of 2300°C, showing complexity of the
found

SA~B12, A~BI0

and

a-A~B12

system.

They

phases successively in the products quenched

at a series of increasing temperatures over 1400°C.
very slowly, S-AiB12 phase as well as
a-A~B12

A~-B

A~BI0

When allowed to cool

phase was found to transform into

phase.
They also stated that

S-A~B12

phase produced by them cannot contain

C, contrary to that obtained by Naray Szabo (169) because the phase was produced in non-carbonaceous condition.
is needed for the production of
and that this phase is an

Matkovich et al (170) reported that C

S-A~B12

inter-~ed

phase described by Kohn et al (160)

combination of two rhombic phases of

unknown composition which are formed by disproportionation of a single high
A~3B48C2.

temperature (850°C) tetragonal phase of composition
also that the
reaction of

A~BI0

A~

composition of

They stated

phase reported by Kohn et a1 (160) cannot be prepared by

and B alone, but C is needed as in the case of
A~B24C4

was indicated for this phase.

M. Luetkemeyer et al (171) found that vacuum evaporation of
BN crucibles forms
temperature than
gonal stars of

A~

A~

from

borides which exhibit a higher melting and decomposition
Metallographic studies show that needles or thin hexa-

A~.

A~B2

A

S-A~B12.

and probably

A~B12

are formed, at the interface.

The

formation of the hexagonal stars is correlated by microanalysis to the hexagonal lattice of

A~B2.

Bliznakov et al (172) prepared crystalline aluminum borides by a
vapour deposition method.

A binary compound of

A~

and B

(a-A~B12)

was
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obtained at temperatures above l600°C.
Due to a number of confusions, Atoda et al (173) investigated processes of formation and decomposition of aluminum borides using raw materials'
composed of

A~

and B in the molar ratios of 1:2 and 1:12.

obtained show that the

A~B2

600°C and decomposes into

The results they

phase begins to be formed at a temperature over

aA~B12

phase over 920°C.

This phase is stably

formed up to at least IgOaoC, but seems to decompose over 19OaoC, separating
elementary

A~.

but neither

They also stated that unidentified phases were also formed,

SA~B12

nor

yA~B12

nor

A~BIO

phase was found.

Becher et al (174) stated that in the presence of a small amount of
silicon at 1550°C, orthorhombic

SA~B12

is formed from

Neronov (175) studied the system
up to l850°C.
a-A~B12

and

A~-B

A~

and B.

and constructed the phase diagram

From his phase diagram, he stated the formation of

S-A~B12.

A~B2' A~BIO'

He also stated that a phase of unknown composition exists

at l450 o-l550°C, and chemical analysis does not prove the absence of C.
Kohn et al (160,176) in a series of studies of the higher aluminum
borides, concluded that there are three po1ymorphs of
y- forms.

The most common phase,

a-A~B12,

A~B12'

the a-, S- and

crystallizes as thin, hematite-like

plates which transmit wine red (or orange-red) in very thin sections and strong
light.

The stoichiometry

(177) and Biltz (178).

A~B12

had already been shown for this phase by Hampe

Although the symmetry has been described as monoclinic

(177) and orthorhombic (178,169), the true unit cell was shown to be tetragonal,
pseudocubic (179).
Hall and Weil (179) gave the tetragonal cell as a

°, z
A

=

15.1.

°
= 10.28 A,

c

= 14.30

The unusual value for z was attributed to an average of 12 vacant

sites per unit cell.
Kohn and Eckart (160) emphasized twinned space groups in their i1lum-
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inating formulation of y-AiB12 (an orthorhombic phase with a = 16.56
b = 17.53

A,

c = 10.16

A)

as a polytypic derivative of a-AiB12.

A,

From a

morphological and X-ray diffraction analysis, it appears that the y phase
derives from the a-phase by a cell twinning operation involving a rotation
of 180° around the normal to (101) after every (101) ex: layer.

In the lang-

uage of layer structure, the relationship can be described as a 1:1 stacking
sequence along a normal to (101)0:.
S-AiB 12 crystallizes, according to Kohn et al (160), as an orthorhombic, pseudo-tetragonal, unit cell, a = 12.34 ± 0.01

A,

c = 10.161 ± 0.001

A,

z = 15.8.

yellow to amber to brown.

A,

b = 12.63 ± 0.005

The colour ranges from yellow to honey-

Matkovich et al (170) suggest that carbon is re-

quired for the production of this phase and that the crystalline product is
not S-AiB12 but is, rather, an intertwinned combination of two orthorhombic
phases of unknown composition which derives from the disproportionation of a
single high temperature (850°C) tetragonal phase of composition Ai3B4SC2.
Samsonov et al (180) purified and analyzed AiB12 made by aluminothermic reduction of B203.

Boron content was 82.5-82.8%.

It crystallizes

in the tetragonal system, corresponding to about 200 atoms in the unit cell.
Experimental
Preparation
The amber-coloured BAiB12 was prepared in the laboratory from a mixture
containing aluminum chips and boron of 99.8% purity.
Aluminum and boron in the ratio of 4:1 were mixed in a "Czerbide"
crucible and then heated at l250°C for 10-12 hours.

This was then cooled very

slowly to reach room temperature without removing the crucible from the furnace.
The aluminum boride crystals were irregularly distributed in a slaglike grey layered matrix.

Separation was accomplished by repeated simmering
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with moderately concentrated hydrochloric acid.
The various aluminum boride phases were separated from each other by
hand under a binocular microscope.
Result and Discussion
Processes of formation and decomposition of aluminum borides have been
studied by a few investigators using raw materials composed of aluminum and
boron in different molar ratios.

They have found that the A2B 2 phase was

formed at a temperature over 600°C and decomposes into A2B 12 phase above 980°C.
Becher (164) has stated that the A2B2 phase was formed at 800°C by heating a
mixture of raw materials composed of A2 and B in the ratio of 1:2 and that
this compound decomposes into BA2B 12 phase above 980°C.

Atoda et al (173) have

obtained A2B 2 phase at a temperature over 600°C from a mixture containing A2
and B in the molar ratios of 1:2 and 1:12.
aA2B 12 above 920°C.

Their A2B2 however decomposes into

In their experiment SA2B 12 phase was not obtained.

The preparation of aluminum boride in the laboratory was performed with
mixtures containing different ratios of A2 and B, at different temperature
ranges.
By changing the ratio of aluminum and boron, we have found that BA2B 12
was obtained in the highest yield with the mixture containing aluminum and
boron in the ratio of 4:1.

With this mixture SA2B 12 crystals were formed to-

gether with wine-red colour thin platelets of aA2B 12 and thin metallic coloured
hexagonal platelets of A2B 2 .
With other ratios, SA2B 12 has been obtained with mixtures containing
aluminum and boron in the ratio of 5:1.
small and the yield was also low.

Here, the crystals obtained were very

Larger amounts of A2B 2 were formed with this

mixture.
Changing the temperature of the reaction has also shown that BA2B12
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crystals were formed only in the temperature range above l200°C.

If a lower

temperature was used, it resulted in the formation of A£B 2 phase only, whereas
if a temperature greater than l250°C was applied, small crystals of SA£B 12 were
formed, which are amber-coloured, pseudo-tetragonal crystals.
The aluminothermic method used by Biltz (178) for preparation of
"crystallized boron" was also attempted for preparing A£B12.

In this method,

a reagent grade mixture consisting of 44% A£, 46% B203 and 10% sulphur was
placed in a fire clay crucible and covered with powdered KC£03.
accomplished with a piece of magnesium ribbon.

Ignition was

No significant result was ob-

tained with this method as it was difficult to melt the aluminum.

However,

Kohn et al (160) have stated that they have been able to obtain SA£B 12 crystals
by this method.
Electrical Measurements
Since the crystals obtained by the above mentioned methods were very
small for electrical measurements, thin slices of hot pressed lumps of A£B 12
were used.

The measurement was performed in a similar manner to that mentioned

before for SiC crystals.
Result and Discussion
As the hot ,pressed lumps used consist of small crystals of A£B1 2 which
are distributed inhomogeneously, the results obtained will not be accurate and
they will not represent the true resistivity of the crystals.

On "zotting"

also, a low resistance across opposite contacts was not obtained.

Asa result,

the quantity of current that can be passed through the adjacent contacts becomes very low and the current cannot be kept constant at all positions of the
contact selector.

The voltage value changes very drastically with the change

in polarity of the current as well as the voltage.

Hence, the value of voltage
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will be very great in one direction whereas the value will be very small in
the reverse direction.
pressed lump.

This shows the rectifying properties of the hot-

The rectification occurs because of grain boundaries which

are always present in hot pressed shapes.
periodicity of·the lattice.

Each grain boundary disturbs the

If the grains are anisotropic and are differently

oriented, the boundaries give rise to the scattering of acoustical vibrations
and a reduction of thermal conductivity.
transported along grain boundaries.

Impurities diffuse and gases are

Oxygen may be adsorbed on the surface of

the grains in the form of negative ions or as an oxide layer.

Oxide barriers,

having a high resistivity, appear in the solid and reduce the electrical conductivity.
Hall effect measurements could not be performed as constant current
could not be obtained.
The results obtained for resistivity are tabulated in Table 10.
TABLE 10
Resistivities of A£B 1 2
Type of Crystal

Thickness

R1/R 2

f

A£B12 (1)

1.977

0.9614

0.1045 em

65.53

A£B 12 (2)

1.555

0.9833

0.1045 em

55.79

A£B 12 (3)

1.413

0.9896

0.1055 em

73.72

A£B 12 (4)

1.634

0.9795

0.1048 em

63.36

A£B 12 (5)

1.489

0.9864

0.1055 cm

36.19

A£B 12 (6)

1.312

0.9384

0.1045 em

56.62

NOTE:

p

ohm em

In the above table, "f" is the Van der Pauw factor.
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Resistance Measurement on Borides
Since it was not possible to obtain single crystals of AtB 12 large
enough for resistivity measurements, a block of aluminum boride made from
97% (min) AtB 12 powder by hot pressing was purchased from Cerac.

The

sample was a binder-free slug of density 2.01 gm/ml identified as Production
No. 1711, and was one inch in diameter.

Some small pieces were cut from

this for resistivity measurements comparable to those made on the SiC
crystals and the results are reported above (Table 10).

The remaining block,

about 5/8" in height, was washed in sulphuric acid and then in 52% HF to
remove any oxide film from the surface.
The block was placed between two aluminum bars.

On each face (which

had been cut flat and parallel) was placed a piece of filter paper, wetted
with tap water to ensure good contact.

The aluminum bars were connected

with low resistance leads to a sensitive micro-ammeter and a 1.45V dry cell
(voltage checked by an accurate voltmeter).

The resistance of the block

was then measured by the Ohm's law relation and checked by measurement on a
Wheatstone bridge.
The resistivity of the block was found to be as follows:
13.6030

=

Density

TI(1.22)2

x

Weight

=

13.6030 gm.

Height

=

1.45 cm.

Diameter

= 2.0lgm/ml.
1.45

= 2.44 cm; radius = 1.22 em.

1.45 V dry cell (voltage measured)
Current measured:

620 micro amperes D.C.

E = IR
1.45 V

= 620

x 10- 6 amp x R
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1.45 x 10 6

R =

2,340 ohms.

=

620
Resistivity

= 2,340

(1.22)2 X
1.45

x

= 7,600

TI

ohm-em.

Difficulties were encountered with measurement since all contacts
were quite sensitive to pressure.
At low pressures, resistances up to 100,000 ohms were measured on
the block.

However, it is believed that the contact resistance was min-

imized by the procedure reported above.
A crystal of boron phosphide B13P2 was obtained through the courtesy
of Dr. A. K. Kuriakose of Norton Research Corp. (Canada) Ltd.

This was also

measured between aluminum bars, after the crystal had been cut and polished
to form flat parallel faces.

Dry contacts were found to be somewhat sensitive

to pressure, so the moist filter paper was again used between the aluminum
and the crystal.

Because of the high value of resistance, the reading was

made directly in this case using the maximum scale on a Philips electronic
V,A ohm-meter (Type PM 2400).
The results obtained for the B13 P2 crystal were calculated in a
similar manner as shown below:
Resistance measured
Height

=

Area

0.506

=

= 40 meg ohms.

0.1905 cm.
x

R A

p =-=

0.417 cm 2 .
4

x

10 7 (ohms)

~

x

[0.506

x

0.417] (cm 2 )

0.1905 cm.
=

4.4305

x

10 7 ohm-em.

= 44 meg ohms-em.
Three mixtures containing

A~B12

and copper,

A~B12

and

A~

and

A~

and

B respectively were heated at 1450±25°C for one hour at the Norton Research
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Research Corp. (Canada) Ltd.
The first mixture consisted of one part by weight of
purity and two parts by weight of copper filings.

A~B12

of 99%

The contents after

firing did not give any crystals.
The second mixture consisted of 1 part by weight of
parts by weight of

A~

chips.

A~B12

and 2

No relevant result was obtained.

The third mixture consists of aluminum and boron in the ratio of
3:1.

A few

SA~B12

a larger amount of

crystals were found together with traces of

aA~B12

and

A~B2.

Failure to get crystals in this case might be due to the rapid
quenching.

This is a possibility as the maximum temperature at which the

mixture was heated should be sufficient for the appropriate reaction to occur.
Similar mixtures were also prepared and heated in a tube furnace at
l300°C for 8-10 hours, in our laboratory.
of

A~

Except from the mixture consisting

and B in the ratio of 4:1 which gives a few crystals of

have been no relevant results from the other two mixtures.

SA~B12,

there

Here also, the

rate of cooling was faster as compared with the rate of cooling of the
ordinary muffle furnace.
In another type of preparation,

A~

and boron in the ratio of 5:1 were

mixed in a clay crucible and then covered with aluminum foil.

This crucible

was then heated for fifteen minutes with an oxy-acetylene flame.

After

heating, the crucible was cooled down to room temperature and moderately
concentrated hydrochloric acid (1 volume of concentrated
water) was poured into the crucible.
reacts vigorously.
basin.

HC~ +

1 volume of

It was found that the unreacted aluminum

The reacted solution was then poured into the evaporating

The addition of hydrochloric acid into the crucible was continued

until most of the slag had reacted.

Then aqua regia (1 volume of HN03

+

3
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volumes of

HC~)

was added into the evaporating basin when some unreacted

materials in the basin reacts with it.

After the reaction has subsided

more aqua regia was added until the reaction with the slag had completed.
With this method very small crystals which transmit red-wine colour
when observed under the binocular microscope were obtained.
Another method for preparation of

A~B12

had been attempted.

In

this method aluminum and boron in the ratio of 4:1 were put in a thick-walled
quartz tube of 1/2 inch diameter and 4 inches in length.

The tube was

evacuated and sealed and then heated in the furnace at l200°C for 8 hours.
No relevant result was obtained by this method.

In this case, the aluminum

seems to attack the quartz and there seems to be only a slight reaction of
aluminum with boron.
Conclusion

As most of the metal borides with linked icosahedral frameworks
characteristically lead to semiconducting behaviour

A~B12

crystal which

also has icosahedral framework was expected to show semiconducting properties.

However, their electrical measurements showed that they possess

a high resistance which decreases the possible utility of the borides as
semiconductors for electronic devices.

This fact was rather surprising,

as boron carbide assigned the formula B4C or B12C3 is a good semiconductor
(electrical resistivity 0.3-0.8
has

x

10 6 micro-ohm cm).

Here also, boron carbide

the icosahedral geometry of the B12 group similar to that found in

A~B12

and B13 P2To study th.e semiconducting properties very accurately one must master
the techniques of growing very pure single crystals of sizes large enough to
measure their resistivity.
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The raw materials used in the preparations have the following
identity:
Boron Granules

99.8%

AiB12

99.8% (100 mesh)

United Mineral and Chemical Corp.
Cerac/Pure
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